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The mystery of the Parr hill tragedy

f A

8 Is

11

solved.

Marguoritn Banuelas was not murdered and placed on the track by
thugs, who committed murder for the
purpose of robbery and then placed
the body on the railroad track to obliterate the evidence of their crime,
as was the theory of the police Immediately after the killing, but he
w.j the victim of his own fallacy.
Ho Jumped to his death.
With another man. one Felix
Plaeesnela, lianuelas was on his way
from Jerome. Ariz., where he had
been working in a mine, to Albu- Quernue.
On reaching here it was
the intention of the men to buy tickets to Kl Paso and then go to their
home at Zacateco, Mexico, This story
is told by Plaeesnela. He and Ba
nuelas had walked and rode on
freight trains from Jerome to Barr
station, which place they reached the
right that Banuelas lost his life on a
freight train, of which Conductor
Thomas was In charge.
The freight on which they were
riding took the siding at Uarr to let
a passenger train pass. According to
Plaeesnela, when the freight stopped
he and Uenuelas thought that something was wrong, and fearing being
caught stealing a ride, they rushed
sleeper. Plafrom their side-doHe
eesnela was the first to Jump.
reached the ground safely.
When
Banuelas Jumped, he slipped as he
left the box car and fell headlong
on the main line track.
His head
struck one of the rails and the man
was stunned, and before his companion realized what had happened the
passenger bore down upon the prostrate body. The story of the gathering of the shattered fragments of
the body and the burying of one leg,
which was carried a quarter of a mile
in e, cemetery several
in fl.f
miles distant from the grave of the
main part of the body. Is still fresh In
the minds of the public.
Tiookod IJke Foul Play.
When the engineer on the train
the body it was too late for him
.iw stop,
to
and when he succeeded In
stopping his train, some 200 feet beyond, the body had been mangled be
yond recognition. On account of the
condition of the body it was placed
t
one side and the
Information
brought to this city.
After the train left Itarr Plaeesnela
in looking for. Banuelas, saw the
mangled body, and recognizing It as
his companion, disappeared.
Within
a few minutes after the tragedy three
other Mexicans appeared on the
scene and looked at the body. These
men were afterward
and
arrested
brought to this city for Investigation.
They were suspected of having mur
dered lianuelas and then placing his
body on the track to hide their crime.
This they stoutly denied.
After be
In? held in the police station hold
oxer, they were transferred to the
rounty Jail, but were given their lib
erty after having been in custody a
week.
The flue on which the local police
hoped to Incriminate the Mexicans
was the Information which they re
ceived rrom the police at Jerome,
Ariz., that Banuelas. Plaeesnela and
the three other laborers left there the
ime day: and also that Banuelas
carried with him $65, which had been
entrusted to him to give to a Mrs.
Juan (.'abrades, by her husband in
Mrs. Cabrades lived at the
Jerome.
fiinc place the two men did In Mex
When the bodoy was brought to
this city by Police Judge George
Craig and Undertaker F. II. Strong,
all that was found on it was several
papers stating the name of the deceased and a five cent piece. The
three Mexicans when arrested had
considerable money on their persons,
but later proved that the money had
been paid them for working ill the
mines near Jerome.
After the three men had been re.
leased Chief of Police Thomas Mc.Mil- liii received word from a friend of
Plaeesnela, who said that Plaeesnela
told him all about the accident ami
how it occurred.
Acting upon this
advice. Chief McMillin
wrote to
Juchipila. Mexico, but to date he has
not received an answer.
In talking about the matter last
week. Chief McMillin said:
"We are convinced that Banuelas
tumped from the car and struk his
d.
rendering himself senseless or
itncimsclous. and while in that condition the train ran over him.
'
coin's... we would like to hear Y: .;
the Mexican, to learn his stiir but
tiie mystery is solved as f ir f tit"
Albuquerque police are coiiecn 1."
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Boise, Idaho, May 20. Among the
witnesses in the Haywood case who
arrived in Boise last evening, (s Gen.
Bulkeley Wells, of Colorado, who was

command of the train, on which
Moyer, Haywood and Pettlbone were
brought to Idaho from Colorado after their arrest on extradition warrants.
The number of talesmen available
to fill the constantly occurring vacancies in the Jury that is being
farmed to try Haywood, continues to
shrink and it now seems certain that
another special venire of fifty or a
hundfredi .taj asm-enfisit be issued
early this week.
Some of the counsel were of the
opinion to day that the last of the
special veniremen would be reached
by the afternoon and that It would
be necessary for the court to take an
adjournment to give time for the
summoning of a new special venire.
Shortly before noon today the defense exercised its fifth peremptory
challenge.
have
Ten peremptory challenges
now been used and twenty-thre- e
talesmen remain to be examined
In

SCENES

AND DESPERATE

DEEDS

Boise, Idaho, May 20.
been no kid glove aiTairs

They have
these trou
bles between capital and labor In the
gold and silver mining regions, which
have culminated In the great Haywood murder trial.
Partisans of both sides tell startling, even thrilling stories In the hotel corridors here of events which
have occured since the war began be
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occurTwo principal,
historical
rences rankle deepest in the union
men's minds. The tlrst Is the "bull
pen affair" In the Coeur d'Alenes li
1,000
Idaho,
when
miner
into a tllthy stockade and
held prisoners for months with regular army soldiers as their guards.
The other was the Colorado deportation system, which the citizens' alliance engineered, when hundreds
of men were placed aboard special
trains, taken to the state line and
dumped In the wilderness.
A leader of the miners' federation
gave me a description of the manner in which not only miners, but
business men who sympathized with
them, were run out of the Cripple
Creek district In Colorado. In many
cases men were separated from their
families and ltf: along the racl:3 In
Kansas without money or food.
"i'ou see, both sides have a blacklist," he explained.
"The Mine
owners' association will not let a
union man live where It controls,
and In regions where we have something to say, we keep In mind those
who have hounded us. Most of the
men who were run out of Colorado
went to the Nevada fields, which
were just being developed. They got
In on the ground floor and some of
them became rich, but that Is another story.
"What I was driving at Is that you
now see the sequel of the Colorado
deportations
out In the Nevada
A committee of the miners
fields.
meets every train and looks over the
passengers. Men who took part in
running out our fellows and mlno
owners who were particularly active
in urderiing that sort of thing done,
are told that they will tind very good
accommodations on tlie next train
leaving town.
Mine
owners who
have earned places on the list have
therefore not found It worth while
to make Investments out there.
wer-thro-
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THE "BULL PEN" IX COVE It IALEES. WHERE J.00.) SIEX WEIIE
WEItE HELD WITHOIT TKIAL.
The jnvnt milling war In tlie jrold .ami silver mining regions of the
west which finds Its zenith In the I1ii.twmmI murder trial bcxtan In 1809.
In
tliat year there wat a millers' strike In tlx)
ilWl.ncs ixeion of northern Idaho. .One nlglit a twml of men . wont Coucr
from Ilurke, Idaho, to the
Bunker J lilt anil Sullivan mine at Wnrtlner anil Mew It up w ith dvnamlte.
At tmee. Gov. Stcuncnlx rg declared the Couer d'Aleuea In a state
of Inmir-natio- n
and call.Hl for fetleral
Gen. Merrlam niareited Into Hurkc
the next day and hesau arrestingnM..
miners on "suHpleion."
A tliousiinil
men were thrown lino a skk UjkIc. ea lie, I hull pen-- ' hy Oie nrLsoners, and
held for months without trial. .The hull pen was a vile hole, and tlie men
were often
by the
soldiers.

Orchard Did Murder For Money.
.The Mines of Coeur d' Alenes
Seat of War.
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A Year in

the Pen Atay Have Been
More Than He Could

San Francisco. Cal..
20.
Mav
Mayor Eugene Schmitz appeared for
trial today In Judge Dunne's court,
on Ave grand Jury charges of extor
tion rrom local keepers of French
restaurants.
By request of the prosecution the
hearing was delayed one day In order
that counter aflidavlts may be prepared against Hehmltz's motion for a
change of trail Judge.
District Attorney Heney created a
surprise by announcing
that the
state has no present intention of ask
ing the court to take the mayor intj
custody pending trial.
Schmltz is at liberty under Ave ball
bonds aggregating
$50,000.
The
mayor looked pale as he took his seat
In the court room.
More Indictments Coining.
Attorney Langdon said
District
last night that the conclusion of the
gigantic graft investigation by the
grand Jury Is now but a matter of a
few days.
A big batch of Indictments will be
voted this week.

New York. Mav 20. Abraham
Hummel, who for nearly a third of a
century wan one of the most widely-knowand successful criminal lawyers in this city, today Is to begin th
service of one year's sentence in the
uiackwell island penitentiary.
Hummel has been out on ball with
out a guard and left his home thla
morning In an automobile
having
given his promise that h would go
voluntarily to the prison. The auto
did not go directly to the Island and
for hours after it left the house, no
trace or it had Deen round.
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Devlne, the Philadelphia
featherweight, and Freddy Delory, of Chicago, have been matched to meet for
six rounds tonight In this city. They
will scale 126 pounds. This will be
their second meeting, Devlne winning
the former contest all the way, but
the western featherweight claimed he
was not In condition, and the club has
consented to give him a chance to re
deem himself.

BROOKLYN' I.KAtJVEKS
LiEAVK IXK JAMESTOWN',
Brooklyn, May 20. The Brooklyn
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150 Unclaimed Dead U.
Soldiers to be Buried
at Santa Fe.
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companies hav e fenced 7.ui0
acres of government
has
land twenty
111 iles east
of here,
me.'!'. ti ai..-- t the Wyoming Cattle and
This U the first case Institute! A
Investment company and liie Federal a result of the recent Investigation.
Land and Securities company, both which' Included every fence In Wy- of I'tfs M ones, Iwa. charging that uining.
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A special train bearing
300 men
hired in Chicago to bruk the Sai
Francisco street car strike.
passed
through Albuquerque Saturday evening.. The train was composed of five
cars and was being run on a special
scliviiJulU and drawn by the Santa Fe's
Swiftest engines.
A stop of
forty
minutes was made at the local station, during which the men who
at tlie windows of the cars
were the target for all kinds of unsavory epithets Hung at them by a reception committee of local unionists,
who, In the majority, were railroad
"1

"Scabs," "milts' 'and" "Jogs'' wer'
of the choice bits of English
which greeted
tlie strikebreakers,
who apparently were afraid to leave
EXPOSITION the train.
In charge of the train was a
Individual, with a heavy
black mustache, who had the appearance of haling tlie situation very
much In control.
"It ain't because they are afraid
that my men don't leave the train;
It's because I told them not to.
We
ain't looken' for trouble and we ain't
goiu' to have any more trouble than
Is necessary.
And I ain't goin' to
;':; 'ir"
take any chances .01 losing any of my
men .either. See?' 'and the commander of the train made a Uovvery Jes.
ture with his right hand. "I got a
lot of men on hers that didn't coma
lookln' for work; they're tourists seeing the country and are liable to hike
v
the minute they leave the train.
They're looking far a gaol place ta
light, but they w on't get th it chane
if I ran help it. That is the reason
why I don't let t.'ie.n Set off the
train."
A large percentage of tlie men on
the train had the appearance of being
foreigners.
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i CATTLE COMPANIES INDICTED

KKAXK FEltltAR' lt.
lAKI.oS
JOSEPH ItlZ.l.
lil'ESSEPPl liATTI".
.

New York, May 20. A dispatch
from London announces the death of
Sir Alfred liaker, one of the worldgreatest engineers.
He Invented the
pneumatic shield which Is used In
tunneling under rivers.

TRA10AD

A funeral train, carrying 150
bodies of United States soldiers.
some of which have been dust
for many years, passed through
Albuquerque this morning en
route to San'i Fe, where burial
will be made In the National
cemetery.
Each body or the dust, which
was one time flesh and bone, was
enclofed in a metalic casket.
The caskets were piled high in
box cars. Some of the bodies
were disinterred nt Fort Win- gate nnd some at Fort Apache,
but the majority were dug from
of abandoned
the cemeteries
forts. The movement of the
bodies is being made by con- tract on an order issued from
Washington several mouths ago.
Every abandoned post In the two
territories Is to be searched for
soldiers' graves and the bodies
are to be disinterred
wherever
found, and if not claimed by
relatives, moved to the National
cemetery at Saitfa
Fe, The
shipment which passed through
Albuquerque this morning Is the
first consignment of any large
number to go to Santa Fe.

SEVEN MEN BURIED AT TRINIDAD

the

Concord, X. H., May 20. Hearing
In the Mary U. Eddy case, which waa
ordered for today, was adjourned un
til tomorrow, owing to the Indisposition of the presiding judge.
This
case Is the celebrated suit In equity to
secre an accounting of property.
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CONSPIRACY CHAHGKS
TO BE TRIED TODAY.
Baltimore, Md., May 20. Today
will be tried the conspiracy to defraud against Oliu Bryan and Walter
A. Mason.
They are eharg-M- l
with
having Coosinlrfu i.j
u lUt Mum
ich Reinsurance company of $49, 950
In March, 1905.
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G. EDDY SUIT

MARY

league party for the Jamestown expo SIR ALFRED BAKER
sition. Kicnmond, Washington, An
napolis, Baltimore, left today for the
great snow. A very large crowd sup
DIES IN LONDON
plies the quota of passengers.
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BLACKWELL ISLAND

Washington, May 20. The comby
mittee of democrats appointed
President W. H. Murray, of Oklahoma, from the constitutional convention, arrived here today to consult with legal authorities regarding
the situation growing out of Judge
Hancoast's decision, the effect of
which is to postpone the election
under the constitution adopted by the
convention until the fall of 11)08.
The democrats contend that an
election should be held at an earlier
date, as provided by the convention.
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Stand.

"Those who thought It was such
men out of
tind it worth
do not go by
the edge of
town and told to travel, Just us our
men were led out in Colorado.
,"I was told of one case that might
come under the head of poetic Justice. A group of thugs that had done
TREASON
duty at Cripple Creek has been given
the word to 'glf at Goldtleld, when
one of the deporters
SOUTHWESTERN
called for a
GETS
short delay. He went Into a grocery
across the the street and came back Czar
Issues Warrant for Nik-olawith a can that he threw to one of
those about to go.
ROCK
ISLAND
Lenin, Revolution" 'There," he said, 'are your
beans. Probably you will remember
ary Leader.
that when you gave me the word at
Cripple Creek you threw a can of
beans after me and said it was good
and plenty to last until I got out of LONDON
SCENE OF
the country. Now you try it.' "
A few minutes later, in another
DEMOCRATIC CONGRESS From Tucumcarl to Santa
part of the corridor, a Citlz"iis' alliance man from Victor, Colo., here
Rosa-Daws- on
as a witness, was describing a thrilCoal Fields
ling Incident of the strike la that
St. Petersburg, Pussla, May 20.
A warrant has been Issued for the artown.
to Increase Output.
were rest of Nlkolan
"The
leader of the
federation
miners
itteniing a socrowdd I" thulr hall, (V so. 'l id jinlirl'y faction --h
ogress in Iondon.
story of a brick building at the cor- cial demociaiie
ner of two streets," ho said. "They upon a charge of high treason, and SHOPS WILL DE BUILT
had lilies and ammunition,
and he will be arrested if he returns to
thought they were safe, but we Russia.
AT TUCUMCARI SOON
Is said that he has been Identishowed them. Our men, with rllles fiedIt as
Vladimir
Lilanoff.
the
noted
,,,
gathore(1 oll
toota J surroun,i.
leader of early nineties, and
Ing buildings and began tiling Into radical
regarded as one of the most danthe union hall. Some of our fellows is
.'peclal to The Evening Citizen.
gerous
of
the revolutionary leaders.
got excited, and. driving a load of
Tucumcarl, N. M., May 20.
dynamite Into the alley behind the
4 From reliable sources u Is learn- building, began unloading the stnfT
ed here that the Kl Paso &
into the store under the hall,
.southwestern railroad has se- TRACKMEN STRIKE
i
u
t...,..im.i
tii.i,,
..fr
by
cured control, either
though we got a Uatling gu.on the
or lease, of the division
roof of a building across tha stre'
between this place and fcanta
Hosa, formerly operated by the
Then you could see white handkerNEW HAVEN RAILHock Island Kailroail company.
chiefs fluttering from all the windows
Iiops will be built at Tucum-ca- ii
of the hall.
Why,
and workmen are expected
"What was the trouble?
here at once to begin operathey had triej to hold an out ijur
ROAD
tions.
meeting, contrary to orders, and
In connection with the new
tnem to
when the sheriff ordered
management of this division, It
stop they assembled in their ball. It
Is
also stated that the output of
iv
was a question who should run the
Haven. Conn.. May 20. One
coal from the great
Dawson 4
town, and we showed them. There thousand trackmen, employed on all
fields will be Increased
from
were some dead and wounded in the divisions of the New Haven railroad
trt
ninety thousand tons
three
hall, and all the rest would have gone between New York luid Boston, went
per
tons
thousand
bandied
the same way if they had n t put out out on a strike today because of the
month.
refusal of a demand for an lncrea.se
t
the w hite flag."
This will entail the employ- of ten per cent over their present
larger
a
number of
meiit of
wages of 1 1.50 a day.
miners and will mean consider- ORCHARD DID IttURable advancement for the coun- - A
A
ties of Colfax and Quay.
adp nniiun
fine sport to run our
Cripple Creek do not
while to stay. If they
train they are led to

1

l.it
men

NEVER

This Week.
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Right Away.

PIIII.ADI I PHI A AMI WKSTFItV
SOU) ON AlCTION IIMK K
West Chester, Pa., May 20. The
A I
Boise, May 20. Harry Orchard's
Philadelphia & Western railroad was
motive in murdering
former
Jov. j
sold today, as a first step toward the
teuenbeig is, of course, the big is- reorganization of the road.
The
sue ill the Haywood case. The pros- company, it is stated, Is In no way
6RAVESEND
ecution charges that he committed!
financially
embarrassed.
The sale
the murder for money paid him by
was conducted by the Trust Company
the officers of the Western Federa- Is
North
America,
of
which
the trustlon of Miners. It Is declared on the.
New York. May 20. Fifteen of the tee for the $15,000,000 bonds, and the
part of the state that this will be best
horses in training are carded to technical reason for offering the
proved at the trial.
start in the classic Brooklyn handi- property at auction is given as failAs it Is up to the state to present cap
at
thla afternoon for ure to pay interest on a portion of
this proof, It might be enough for the a puree Gravesend
of $20 000.
the outstanding bonds for a period of
defense to simply deny the charge and
Thirty
thousand people are expect- more than sixty days.
put In evidence contradicting evidence
This method
to
race.
ed
the
witness
of bringing about a reorganization
Introduced by the prosecution. If, In
heavy
early
is
The
books
track
and
was
thought
to
be
more
prove
expeditious
the end, the state did not
its
case beyond a reasonable doubt, Hay- showed no favorite.
than foreclosure proceedings,
the
The Brooklyn handicap of one mile appointment of a receiver and
by the
wood would go free.
w is won by Superman.
quarter
a
and
courts.
A man close to the Inner councils
is said that the reorganisecond, and Nealon zation Is Itan amicable
one, and a new
of the defense now says that they Heacoulight came
will not only successfuly
deny the third. Time 2 .09.
$50,000,000 bond Issue will be made
to finance Important extensions. The
btato's claim, ubt will be In opposition
to prove another and more plausible
Mackaye Interests are reported back
reason for the murder, If they desire PAT CROWE
ON TRIAL of the organization plan. It has fre
to do more than simply enter denial.
quently been rumored that the Phila
This story goes that Orchard al- delphla & Western was owned by In
terests friendly to the Wabash.
(Continucd on I'ago I'Jylit.)
FOR ROBBING
IRST SECTION OF THE C ATS-kllACOLEDI CT TO IU.4.IN.
New York, May 20. The contrac-- !
building
tors for
tho first section of
STREET CARS
j tho Catsklll
acqueduct begins today,
the contractors having assured Corap- troller Metz that the work would be
started today. This Is made possible
Bl'j'I'-CO
May
Couin-iby
Comptroller Metz's action In com
Pat
r J'.ve w as place oil trial this morn- - pelling surety companies 10 uona conre of
robbing two tractors at not exceeding 1 per cent.
ing 011 the
the night of July 4, Thu law required that there be at
street .an
190j.
least live companies on tho bonds of
flow was Ir'. i ctel f ir' the robbery McNally & Co. The necessary num'
hi!- - om r ial :t. Omaha f ir kidnap-Crowber of companies have at lajt been
Ing Eddie fuiin
has plead- - obtained, and the work wi.l now S
1 Iwt
guil'V.
ahead
Iik billing
IKIMDMI. 4 OI.O. yirii inliicis.
siiM'i'iiiiciiilent
.
il
buiin-,Li- -t
or Mill.K-itolc. .Iiuli,. iwiv
nllit In the lnl,-llle limn-- , ut KnglcWIIe.
1 in
I 11
now
i
Sped il t.. Tli- - Evening Citizen.
M
Triiibl id. Colo..
iv JO. Seven men. including Sup.q int-nenl Alex. Ja. otis, Wele bullied t death or suffoe.lt"! in the El
Mlle mine, four miles sou'h of
f the
rmil. 1. 1, list nigh. I r
a .Mil
nl.t iiii.ini,. ;, tin, hour.
accident ,ue
Five bo.li. s h ive heen recovered iraiii i;; th.' ,,f J ,. .1, T- lknown dead are:
ALEX. JA ultS. superintendent.
Fli.i-HEltKO-

Mi

Contend That Election Under More Indictments to FoI!ow--In- Constitution Should be Held
vestlgatlon Will Close

IS TALKING ALREADY

THRILLING

HUMMELAHS

PALES

BEFORE TOE

PANGOASTS DECISION

KILLING

Marguerite
Banuelas Jumped
From Box Car In Front ol
Moving Train

In AdTance, 93 per yea.
no oenu per month.

Committee Visit Washington San Francisco Graft Mayor Great Criminal Lawyer Mav
to Consult Legal
Quails Before
Have Escased at Last
Authorities
Probe.
Moment.

TODAY

ij

T

ELECTION

Finding of Mangled Remains
April 8 Is No Longer
a Mystery.

WITNESSED
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hj Carriers,

TRIAL
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t
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battle nt the Yulu.
taken since his ariii.u m tnis c
Tlie picture via taken ut the
Jamestown vxpo-itiowhile
lieu.
viewing
Kurokt waj
Uu.
night.
STlaph
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Mrs. .Variolas.
Ins irec-shown In tit) ph i:.ir.iiili
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and
Toilet Accessories
help wanted.
(hat

your
Is
If
crying need, a want ad in The
Evening Citizen's wont column will
assure you of plenty of employes.

HELP WANTED
"

rnoPERTY

1

g,

LOANS.

MONEY to LOAN
Pianos, Organ
Furniture,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels;
also on SALARIES AND WAR1
HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low aa til
and aa high as $200. Loans art
private
quickly made and strictly
Time: One month to one year given
Goods remain in your possession
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from ar
parts of the world.
Rooms S and 4. Grant Bldg.
303 'i Weft Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

p. m.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

LAWTER3.

Irs M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, tl F.Bt,
N. W., Washington, D. C.
Pensions
copyrights,
caveats
land patents,
letter patents, trade marks, claims
It. W. D. Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquerque, N. M. Office,
First Nation
Bank building.
E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Office
Cromwell block, Albuquerque, N. M
DENTISTsT

Clti-ren-

m

0-- 8,

out-aid-

46-4-

m

Reduced

R, R.

Rates

To all points

Railroad Tickets
bought and sold. Moore s Ticket
Office, 113 West Railroad avenue.
Only member of American Ticket brokers' Association in AlbuCorrespondence
querque, N. M.
solicited.

was a

record-breakin-

&

OLD SPORT SAYS:

BASE BALL

g

j5j

crowd for the Traction pink
Casino that witnessed the
SATt RDAY'S tiAMKS.
Manhattan
Musical company's performance of "Thy
Telephone Girl," last nigh:,
National Iicngiie,
and it Is up to Crawford 4
R. II. E.
At Brooklyn
Rich, under whose managegame:
1
ment the Casino will be run Pittsburg
1
3
this summer, to keep busi- Brooklyn
8
3
0
ness good.
I'hilippi and Gibson;
Batteries
night's performance Strlcklett and Butler.
Iist
game:
Second
was score one for the Man6
1
1
hattan company, and score-on- Pittsburg
1
lirooKlyn
0 Z
for Crawford & Rich.
Batteries Willis and Phelps;
It was worth $1. but only
Rltter.
and
cost 35 cents, with a soft
At New York
R. II. E.
drink thrown in for half a St. Louis
4
2
8
dollar.
New York
3
6 11
Ratterles
McGlynn and Noonan;
Everybody knows what
Wlllse and Bresnahan.
"The Telephone Girl'' Is
At Philadelphia
R. H. E.
lots of singing, dancing and
1
8
2
Cincinnati
breezy
comedy, sparkling,
Philadelphia
4
2
3
amusement
and the kind of
n
Batteries Mason and Schlel;
that causes one, for the moand Jacklitsch.
ment at least, to forget his
Boston
At
R.
H.
E.
never
Women
troubles.
2 10
2
have any trouble, so their Chicago
3
4
1
Boston
not counted.
Lundgren and Kllng;
Batteries
. Occidental
Paul Rlebe, who Is hand- Pfelffer and Needham.
IJfo Building, Cor.
ling the Casino .reins for
Railroad Ave. and Broadway.
Crawford & Rich, didn't
American League.
story when he said that the
At Chicago
R. H. E.
company
was Chicago
Manhattan
2
9
3
composed of eighteen peo- Boston
0
7
2
ple. They are all here.
Batteries Altrock and McFarland;
yesterday Tannehlll and Criger.
They
arrived
morning from El Paso and
R. H. E.
At Cleveland
0
S 11
took apartments at the Sa- Cleveland
1
6
voy
Cralge
4
And
Washington
hotels.
and
Thursday. May 23
they were out at the Casino
Batteries Thielman, Rhoades and
last night, Including the Clark; Smith and Heydon.
R. H. E.
ticket taker, who, by the
At Detroit
3
15 18
way. gathered In about 700 Detroit
LOOK WHO'S COMING!
2
8 11
Philadelphia
checks on his initial ap
Mullin and Schmidt;
Batteries
pearance.
Bender, Coombs, Liygert and Schreck.
The Famous Originals
Only fifteen of them took
St. Louis
R. H. E.
part In the cast last night, St.At Louis
3
3
6
first-cla2
but there was a
8
4
New York
orchestra.
and O'Connor;
Batteries Pelty
Murray-MaThe only thing "The Tele Chesbro, Keef and Kleinow.
phone Girl" was short on
Western
w as a chorus, but there was
R. II. E.
At Denver
a dash and go about the Denver
Gladys Van
3
0 2
quartet of beautiful and
1
8 10
graceful young ladies who Omaha
Paige. Engle, McDon- Batteries
Gertrude Rutledge
tilled this part of the bill ough
Gondlng.
Zalusky;
and
Hull
and
that made up for the vaR. H. E.
At Lincoln
May Gabriel
cant places.
7
2 10
Lincoln
1
The costumes were natty Sioux City
7
5
Bae Hamilton
and of well chosen colors
Zinran; Jar- Batteries
Zackert
and
and worn in a grown-to-f- it
rott and Spies. .
Gus Pixley
man
R. H. E.
At Pueblo
I
i
1
2 9
V
Of the star performers Pueblo
4
0
9
Bobby Harrington
Des
Moines
there is one big bouquet for
Gllber, Jackson und
Batteries
Spaulding.
George
who
Fred Guilliard
played the part of Hans Smith; Miller and Shannon.
Nix, the telephone InspecAmerican Association.
tor, and Is a comedian who
P.J J. Kane
Milwaukee: Milwaukee 3; Kan
can get a hand any time he sasAtCity
7.
and Their 'Incomparable Cast
wants It.
Then there Is a
St. Paul 2; MinneapAt St. Paul:
and a Real Singing and Dancing
nice bunch of compliments olis 6.
Chorus of Nature's
(MISS MOXOBILA STETSON. W ho iMade for Miss Monolita Stetson,
Indianapolis 1;
At Indianapolis:
who played the vivacious Columbus 4.
FAIREST FEMININE FELICITY
Ima Hit at the Casino Last Night by
part of Toots, the lunch
At Toledo: Toledo S; Louisville 3.
counter girl, and was madSeats on sale at Matson's Book Store
Dancers.
of
personations
Famous
ly
(by
Snuffles
love
with
in
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
Tuesday, May 21st.
clever Eddie Murray), the messenger hov, who.-- e dream was of love and
II
gs.
National Iahkiic.
Prices 50c 75c and $1.00
St. Louis at New York.
Miss Stetson won for herself a place In the esteem of the audience
Carriages 11 p. m.
Chicago at Boston.
last night with the song of "La Paloma" in Spanish, and a Spanish dance
Cincinnati at Philadelphia.
cleverly executed.
1'ittsburg at Brooklyn.
The character of Colonel Goldtop, by James pillion, was well taken.
was
on
Hoy."
American League.
the
Mr. Dillon's souk. "Willie
one of the best numbers
Boston at Chicago.
musical program.
New York at St. Louis.
The cast of characters and the musical program of "The Telephone
Philadelphia at Detroit.
Girl," as beliiK seen at the Casino this week, are as follows:
Washington at Cleveland.
(lift of diameters.
Y.
Coocno,
Wood
operator
N.
chief
office
Estella
Central
HOW THEY STAND.
Toots, the lunch counter girl
Molita Stetson
Puffaway, chief of the Information bureau
Etta Rue
National League.
Margy Dalton
Heauty Fairfax, a retired dancer
Won. Iost.
Pet.
Clementine, a telephone girl
Iiawn Phillips New
3
.889
24
Y'ork
Geo. Spaulding
Hans Nix, inspector of telephones In New York city
4
.852
23
Chicago
Paul Riebe Pittsburg
Kbenezer Fairfax. Heauty's father, from Schenectady
9
.591
13
Hick Marvel, a Well street broker in love with Estella ... Stearllng Whitney
11
.542
13
Snuffles, a messenger boy
Eddie Murray Philadelphia
10
16
.385
Colonel Goldtop. a New York nillloaaire
James Dillon Boston
9
16
.360
Clarence F. iiurton Cincinnati
Most Important Engagement Saunders, a butler
6
22
.214
St.
Louis
Musical Program.
4
.160
21
Brooklyn
ACT I.
in the History of Al1
Overture, "Telephone Girls.' 2. opening Chorus, "Hello. Hello."
3
"Willie Hoy," Goldtop anil Chorus. 4 "My Estella." Snuffles and Toots.
P-- t.
buquerque
Won. Lost.
6
5
'foots and Chorus.
"Lead on, Ebenezer," Chicago
.655
19
10
Ebenezer anil Chorus. 7 Finale. Ensemble.
.607
17
11
Cleveland
ACT II.
10
13
.600
1
Overture. 2 "I Know Them All." Snuffles, Toots and Chorus. Detroit
11
13
.577
York
New
5
3
Beauty. 4 "Cousin of .Mine," Estella.
"Voice in the Wood-.- "
13
12
.480
6
Impersonations
of
Famous Philadelphia
"Life's a Funny Proposition." Dick.
10
.385
i6
8
Snutfies and Chorus.
"Stein Song," Boston
Iancers. Toots. 7 "o
S
.345
15
Washington
Goldtop and Chorus, 9 Finale. Ensemble.
9
19
321
St. Louis
Western lxniie.
And The
(I
Pet.
Won. Lost.
17
.607
11
Omaha,
THE
TERRITORIAL CAPITAL
NEW YORK

Sonp. Nail
Iinth Brushes,
Scissors,
Brushes, Manicure
Corn Files,
Com Plasters,
Shampoo Creams, Hnlr Tonics,
Talcum Powders, Toilet Waters
Etc, Etc

Let us Supply You

Mc-Inty- re

o

The HIGHLAND

Cor-rldo-

PHARMACY

you a
Now wouldn't that give
chill!
There's out best ba.se runner
caught a mile. Wake up! Wake up'.!

19,

ELKS OPERA HOUSE

WANTED A partner jn a nouse furnishing business, established seven
years; need more capital; located
In one of the best towns in the territory good schools, churches, artesian water, a county seat and
the best climate and people ad-on
earth. Come out and see, or
DR. J. K. KRAFT,
dress for particulars, S. M. Brown,
Gallup, N. M.
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 2 and 3, Barnett building
MEN WANTED.
MEN WANTED Somewhere every over O'Rielly's drug store. Phon
day. If you are looking for a Job No. 744. Appointments made by mail.
's
put a want ad in The Evening
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
want column and it will do
No. S0( Railroad avenue.
Offiet
the rest.
hours, 9 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; l;It
FOR KENT.
m. to 6 p. m. Both phones. Ap
brick house pointments made by mall.
FOR RENT Four-rooclose in, $15. Apply Rankin & Co.,
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
Room 10. Armtjo building.
FOR RENT Sleeping rooms, house- Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
keeping rooms and tent. 413 South
Occidental Life Building. Tele
phone 886. Albuquerque, N. M.
Broadway.
FOR RENT Two and three room
DR. R. L. HCSI.
cottage flats for summer $10 and
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
$15. Apply at 110 East Coal. Mrs.
Tuberculosis treated with High
E. K. Norrls.
Frequency
Current
and
FOR RENT Rooming house, IT Germicide. Electrical
Treatments given eacb
rooms, close In. Furnished or un205 day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
furnished. Lloyd Hunsaker,
nurse in attendance. Both phones.
West Gold avenue.
FOR RENT Nice three room apart-men- t,
1RS. BRONSON & RRONSON,
hot and cold water, electric
Homeopaths.
lights, furnished for housekeep
Over Van's Drug Store. 'Phone
205 Office and residence, 28.
ing.
$15. Lloyd Hunsaker,
West Gold avenue.
DR. F. J. PATCIIIX.
e
FOR RENT Newly furnished
Physician and Surgeon.
rooms, modern bath, half
Office over Vann Druir Store. Office
tlock from Railroad avenue. "The hours 9 to 12 a. m., 2 to 6, and 7 to 8
Second p. m. Phones, office 441, residence
114 'a North
Granada,"
6 95.
street.
DU. J. X. WARNER. V. S.
FOR RENT Pleasant,
rooms, near business center; rate3
When your animals are sick you
Sixth and need a good veterinary surgeon. CaK
Corner
reasonable.
up me oia reliable. Phone No. 142.
Railroad. Apply at rear.
FOR RENT Light, airy well-fu- r
UNDERTAKER.
nished rooms for rooming or light
housekeeping.
All rooms openAuto, phone 818.
Colo., Red 111
Price, $1 per
ing on the outside.
A. BORDERS.
week and up. Minneapolis House Commercial Club building.
Blaes
524 South Second. A. T. Devore,
or White hearse, $(.
Proprietor.
ARCHITECTS
EM I'M YM ENT.
EMPLOYMENT If you need work
W.
Spencer.
F.
7
Rooms
Bar
The Citizen's want column will fur nett
building, Albuquerque, N. U
nlsh you a quick and ready means
phones.
ex
Both
of securing it at a minimum
penditure. Put a want ad in The
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Citiien today and be at work tomor
row.
Thos.
K. P. Maddlson.
A WANT AD Costs but a few cents
Office with W. B. Chllders.
Ill
in The Citizen will
but a few lines you
West Gold avenue.
want.
bring you what
HAIR DRESSER ATTD CHIROPO
FOR SALE.
DIST.
FOR SALE A good gentle pony. 711
South Arm street.
Mrs. Bambini, at Tier parlors, No
FOR SALE First class work team. 209 West
Railroad avenue, is pr
209 South Arno street.
pared
give thorough scalp treat
FOR SALE A Ford runabout auto ment, to
do hair dressing, treat corns.
mobile. Call at Albuquerque Auto
bunions and ingrowing nails. She
mobile Co.
gives massage treatment and man!
FOR SALE Fine Chlckerlng Bros. curing.
Mrs. Bambini's own pre para
piano, very cheap. Apply upstairs
over
Futrelle's furniture store tlon of complexion cream builds up
the skin and Improves the complex
evenings, between 6 and 7:30.
furniture, ion,, and Is guaranteed not to be in
FOR SALE Household
cooklntrn utensils, etc.; all first Jurlous. She also prepares a hair
class, being used less than four tonic that cures and prevents dan
Apply 307 druff and hair falling out; restort
months: very cheap.
North Sixth street, any time.
life to dead hair; removes mole
new warts and superfluous hair. Also
FOR SALE One seven-roobrick house, furnished complete face powder, a freckle cure and plni
tine water, two acres good farm pie cure and pile cure. All of thes
land close In, all fenced, outhouses
are purely vegetable
and barn. Address "for sale" this preparations
compounds. Have Just added a vt
office.
brator machine for treatment ol
POUND.
scalp, face and cure of wrinkles.
FOUND Through the want column is also used for rheumatism, palm
of The Evening Citizen, Just what and massage.
you have been looking for. An
advertising source sure to bring re
Wonderful Eczema Cure.
turns for small expenditure, try
"Our little boy had eczema for flv
want ad and be convinced.
years," writes N. A. Adams, Henri
LOST.
etta, Pa. "Two of our home doctors
LoST Anything you lone except your said the case was hopeless, his lungs
reDUtation is sure to be lound Dy
being affected.
We then employed
want ad In The Citizen's want col other doctors but no benefit resulted
umn.
By chance we read about electric bit
ters; bought a bottle and soon no
MONEY LOST.
Every day in the ticed Improvement . We continued
MONEY LOST
medicine until several bottles
vear by advertising the wrong way, this
A Citizen want ud is money saved and were used, when our boy was com
results assured. Send In your want pletely cured." Best of all blood med
lclnes and body building health tonics
ad today.
Guaranteed at all druggists. 60c
A LADY here from the east will give
o
medicated baths and electricity
Rest couches, felt mattresses, child
cure for all kinds of rheumatism rolling
chairs, chiffoniers, cots and
stomach trouble, all chronic and book cases
are among the new arrlV'
nervous disease. Call from 1 to
ale
week at Futrelle s Furnlt
for
the
o'clock. 413 North Sixth street.
ure Emporium, corner Second street
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
and Coal avenue.
o
The Board of County Commission
ers of McKinley county. New Mexico
Don't Pay Alimony.
will receive sealed proposals for the to be divorced from your appendix,
erection and completion of a court There will be no occasion for it
house and Jail building, to be erecteJ you keep your bowels regular with
In Gallup, New Mexico.
Bids to be Dr. King's New Life Pills. Their ac
submitted separately for court house tlon is so gentle that the appendix
and Jail.
has no cause to make the least com
A certified check for five hundred plaint.
Guaranteed by all druggists.
dollars will be required to accompany 25c Try them.
the proposals, to assure the good
faith of the bidders.
KGS Kill HATCHING.
Proposals will be received up to
Eggs $1.50 ped setting. Rose comb,
o'clock p. m.. Monday, June 3rd Brown Leghorns and Barred Rocks.
1907, at the office of the clerk of the Pure bloods. 24 laying hens. Address
board. Plans and specifications can I. E. Pauley. Eett-.iclN. M.
be seen at the office of J. L. LaDrlere
Albuqueniue. N. M , or at the clerk
Office in Gallup.
The board reserves the right to re
Jex--t
any or all bids.
F. W. MEYERS,
Clerk of the Hoard of County Com
mlssioners, Gallup, New Mexico.
ROYAL ART (JA f.f.EICV.
The Ladies Aid society cf the I'res
byetrian churca will euter:.'in Iheir
friends in ;hj church p.itlors next
Tuesday evufrg. A Roal Art Gal
lery will be a feature of the evening.
Refreshments will be serrod and
everybody is urgd to jo.oe and have
The proceeds "'ill
a pleasant time.
be applied upon the pledge the soe
ciety made to li
buildins f'in i lir
..
the new church.

Opening Night at Traction Park Casino
It

On

WANTED.

WANTED Man to work on ranch
J. H. HeaW, 'phone 1456.
stylish
WANTED Indies wanting
millinery and dressmaking, call on
2
North Second
Ulu Crane
Also appren- treet. Prices low.
'Phone 944
tloes wanted.
secondUentleman-- s
ANTED
hand clothing. No. 61S South First
treet, south ot viaduct. Send address and will call. R. J. Sweeney,
proprietor.
WANTED People who want some-thtnto advertise In The Citizen's
want column. A few lines cost but
cents but bring returns an
few
a
hundred fold.
WANTED Position as jod composl-to- r
in good office. First class man.
Don't drink and can give best of
references. Man of family. Would
prefer to work under contract
Write L. W. Gray. Morgan City,
La. State salary when writing.
WANTED To buy live teams or ten
single driving horses; must be
sound and city broke. Bring animals to Clarion's stable, rear of 712
West Tijeras avenue, between 11 a.
m and 2 p. m., and after 5 o'clock
F

PERSONAL

v sn. mo:.

Vvfcric1

BATH

Classified Advertisements
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Elks' Opera House

One Night Only
Wednesday

MRS.

MANHATTAN

COMPANY

Direction of
Harrison Grey Fiske
Presenting

The New York Idea
-

Langdoii Mitchell.

Seat sale opens Saturday, May 25th,
at 8 a. m.. Prices $1.00, $1.50 and
$2.00; Roxes $2.50 and $3.00.

i:ii.roiis

WANT

gi'KSTIOV TESTED
Chicago, May .0. Agents of the
Interstate Commerce commission have
asked for and have received copies of
the advertising contracts which the
Grand Trunk road Is using In connec
tion with newspaper and magazine
advertising.
H is understood .that the commis
sion also haj copies of contracts which
are being used by the Monon ana tne
Erie, and that these will soon be the
basis of an agreed suit to determine
whether advertising can be paid for
by the railroads in this manner.
The commission has ruled that it Is
Illegal, but the railroads persist in the
opinion that It Is legal, and both the
are
railroads and tho commission
anxious to have the question deterby
courts.
the
mined

Physicians apree that
Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer
is a most healthful, noun
iuhiiig and austaining; bev
erage, richer in foodvaluea
than other beers.

Des Moines

OFFICIAL MATTERS

IDEA" BY

postal
Santa Fe. May 1!0. The
authorities have announced an in- envelstamped
crease in the price of
opes sold in quantities, tile increase
to go into effect on July 1. The in- crease amounts to 4 cents per thou- sand and is caused by the increase
in the price of Vaper uut ,lf which
the envelopes and newspaper wrappers are made.
I'oMolliiv Sito ( liuniictl.
The postortice at Crozn r. San Juan
county, has been moved three and
a half miles northwest or it roriner
Lee I. Thayer has been ap- postmaster.
Article, of IncrMralioii.
The following articles of incorpora- tion have been tiled in the office of
Territorial Secretary J. W. Kaynolds:
comirrigation
The 1 irugon-lla- t
pany. Principal place of business at
Territorial
Artesla. Eddy county.
agent. John It. Crain. at Artesia.
Capital stock $14,000 divided into one
thousand, four hundred shares of the
par value of $10 each. Object, operating water works system for irrigation and domestic purposes. Period
Incorporaof existence, lifty years.
tors, John it. Crain, William P. Runnels. Wilber F. Frierniond. Charles
E. Reeves. Thomas D Carter, and
Wavland Norrls. all of Artesia, and
Willard W. Hope.
linn City Building and Loan Association. Principal place of business
at Raton, Colfax county. Territorial
agent, R. C. Alfor.l, at Raton. Capital stock $5oo.ii(io, divided Into tiwe
hundred thousand shares of the par
value of $200 each, commencing busiobject, building
ness with Ho.iiihi.
and loan business. Period of existence, forty-nin- e
ears. Incorporators.
John Morrow, V. J. Llnwood. S. A.
Wiseman. James J. Connelly, Virginia F. Morrow, Mrs W. M. Brown, R.
E. SUidhy, Simon
C. Alford, Elnu-Hugh MeKee,
Colin. Alex
Marlon Littrell. C. F. Remsberg. W.
E Nutting, Robert Love. A. W Allison. George J. Pace, John llixen-baugErnest ltuih, and L. E. Allen,
all of Raton.
r

IS.

FISKE

Mrs. Flske's leading man Is John
Mason, who for three seasons has
been associated with this actress in
that capacity, and is one of the original members of the Manhattan company, the permanent
organization
that supported Mrs. Fiske, and will
be seen with her at the Elks' opera
house on May 29. Mr. Mason is by
general consent the best American
leading actor of roles requiring
polish and distinction. He Is
a player of long experience that had
its beginning witn tne famous
ton Museum Stock company and
eludes appearances in many of the
most important productions or tne
past decade and starring tours at the
Everyhead of his own company.
where Mr. Mason enjoys a wide and
His performdeserved popularity.
ances are always notable for their
naturalness,
and for
earnestness.

1SU

JU

At St. Louis
St. Louis
New York

10

.523
.500
.407
.370

R. H. E.
i

7

5
3

8

10

y,

n.

t

.

'"'"

"'

x.'l',.

.'

the best performances
career.
Ills Sylvalne in
8
5
Sioux City
Kleschna" was masterly, and as Kars-lak2
8 11
lawyer Lincoln
the breezy, sport-luvin- g
MilSpies;
Batteries Corbet t and
In "The New York Idea" he has a
more congenial role In which he has ler and Zinran.
made a striking success.
American Association.
Columbus, 6; In
At Columbus:
dianapolis, 1.
Toledo, 11; Louis- "AROUND THE TOWN"
At Toledo:
given

e.

ville,

2.

At Minneapolis:

BY MURRAY

AND MACK

Just as surely as the theatrical sea
sou rolls around we are sure to ee
riding on the top wave of success
Murray and Mack, who now- stand
in their line of work. It
is a complimentary fact to them that
they have outlived all of tho farce
comedy stars who have been promi
-

h,

1

V

There was a game of base ball on
the Traction park field yesterday that
was resplendant with color If nothing
else, and Green predominated,
"be
gory."
green
was
against
It
the
the red
and the gray, the former worn by
Martin Ryan's Geronlmosj and the red
and gray doned by the Barelas Boosters. There was some good ball and
some very bad ball, and. according to
the score the Geronlmos played best.
The score was 19 to 13.
It was the first appearance of the
Geronlmos in their new suits which
are as green as Shamrock,
with
stockings and caps of white. And
they are as natty as they can be. It
was an artistic eye that selected them
and It Is just as Manager Ryan said,
"If the Geronlmos can't win in them
suits, they can't win at all."
Three green suits crossed the pun
the first half Inning, and then another In the second, and two more in the
third and it was that way for the
green all the way through tho game.
The Boosters drew a lemon in the
first half and a grape fruit in the
second, but in the third they picked
off a few of Blackberry's slants and
made hits out of them for some sixteen bases and three runs. But the
Boosters were not to win. The hoodoo was on them. No. 13 was what
they drew.

0

SPORTING NOTES.
The New York Giants won their
13th straight game on May 13.
Squires' strong point is said to be a
mighty hook to the Jaw.
Clark Griffith wants Jess Tanne-hill- e,
of the Bostons, for the Ne.v
York Highlanders.
In ten games Frank Bowerman, of
the New York Giants, cinched fifteen
hits for a .441 average.
world's
The Broncho,
2:00i,
champion pacing mare, has gone
lame and will not be seen on the
track this season.
The record to date for slugging In
a single game Is held by Pittsburg
35
hits for 47
and Philadelphia
bases.
Record to date this season for
slugging in a single game is held by
Boston ami Philadelphia. 35 hits for
4 7 bases.
Manager McCloskey.
of the St.
Louis Cardinals, has sent Carl Dru-hto Altoona, I'a., until his salary
wing recuperates.
ot

Chicago American fans have visions
of a hoodoo since the snapping of the
staff that was to have held the world'
.600 championship
pennant.

Powell and O'Connor;
Batteries
Moore and Kleinow.
R. H. E.
Chicago
At
2
0 6
Chicago
4 10
0
Boston
White and Sullivan;
Batteries
Young and Criger.
Western League.
It. H. E.
At Denver
5
6
2
Omaha
2
9 10
Denver
Ragan, Gonding and
Batteries
Townsend: Adams und Zalusky
R. H. E.
At Des Moines
1
4
8
Des Moines
3
6
1
Pueblo
Clark and Shannon;
Batteries
.
and Smith.
of his Hatch
R. H. E.
At Sioux Ctiy
"it-a1

nent along with them the last fewyears. Tluy are the only team that
entered the farce comedy arena years
ago when that line of entertainment
became popular, that are still at it
fJl I
which speaks volumus for their hold
upon the amusement loving public.
4
makes their fourteenth year as
This
ElllEKA!
Yes, I Huve Pound it at l ast.
as stars at the head of their own orFound what? Why that Chamber- ganization. At the Elks' opera house
lain's Salve cures eczema and all Thursday night.
I
manner
of Itching of the tkln.
Pabet Blue Ribbon Beer,
have been afflicted for many years
Sore N'Tppics.
rich in malt and tonic propwith skin disease. I had to get up
erties of hops, makes an three
Any mother w ho has had experience
every night and
or
times
four
ideal drink at meals or be wush with cold water to allay the with this distressing aliment will be
tween meals, aiding diges-I- T terrible Itching, but since using this pleased to know that a cure may be
tion and toothing nerves. talve In December, 1905, the itching affected by applying Chamberlain's
;;s soon as the chkd Is done
has stopped and has not troubled me. Salve
Wipe It off with a soft cloth
Elder John T. Ongley, Rootville. nursing. allowing
the babe to nurse.
before
by all druggists.
saU
Pa.
For
Ernest Meyers & Co.,
Mary trained nurses use this salve
U6I1S W. Silver Ave., Albuquerque
LOUDON'S (.l'ARri:i.D PURE with the bett result. For sale by
a.l druggists.
AT VAN .VS.
PboDe 125.
ICE CllEA-Malt.
The Tabet
ing Process secures all of tha
barlcv-irraiin the
which the Pabst Perfect Brew.
ing Process transmits to tha
beer in
form.
Eiirht-Da- v
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11
12
Denver
13
13
Lincoln
11
i6
Sioux City
10
17
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American league.
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BARELAS

President Shlvely, of the
league, has decreed that
player is bounced from a
the umpire he must hike
grounds.
The new
record of 5 3
established by
Spokane high
be allowed by

Western
when a
game by
from the

world's interscholasl io
seconds for 50 yards,
George Roush, of the
school, will probably
the A. A. U.

Those wily redskins! The Carlisle
college foot ball team has passed up
a game with Vanderbilt. And
licked the Indians to a
last year.
Van-derb-

ilt

fare-ye-w-

Short distance races for autos seem
to have lost their drawing power.
The races of the future will tie
endurance affairs, of 50
and 100 brushes.
twenty-four--

hour

"The lietter the man. the more
credit I will get for knockiu' hi
bloomin' 'ead off," says English Johnny Summers, w ho meets Tommv Murphy at Philadelphia. May 22.
y
A
roller skating match will
be held at Boston, beginning May 25.
six-da-

That Is about the Hub s idea of something real devilish in the sporting
line.

Pittsburg Is getting as bad a rp.
as Cincy for tincanning good players.
Ritchie and Ganley are both
Minneapolis, 6; putting up strong games this season.

St. Paul. 5.

At Milwaukee: Milwaukee, 7; Kansas City, 6.
SJI.YEII CITY'S 11SK RAI L TEAM.
Manager G. 1L Adams of the ball
team reports good progress, looking
toward the organization and other
preliminaries incident to the placing
of the team on a firm footing, says
.the Silver (xty Enterprise. Daily
practice is being indulged in and a
number of candidates are being "tried
out" for different positions. The following positions have been filled:
Pete Hidalgo and Ed Tefft, pitchers;
Robert
Dean
Alexander. catcher;
Nerny. 1st; Harry Thorne, 2nd; Page,
s. s. ; Depres, 1. f. ; Crowdus, c. f ;
Soon, Spence and Fogg are trying for
3rd base and right tield.
Following Is a list of the players In
a fat and ban game played at Gallup: Fats p. p. Martinez. P. Kitchen. John Kennedy. Jack Myrick, E.
M. Sanjule. A. F. Witzel, J. A. Bowi,
ie, John Arm, Jack Raiper, J. A.
J. H. yiiinn, E. F. Kennedy.
Leans Bob Bulk. Dave Chaves. H.
C. Schultz. L. K. Gould. C. M. Sabin.
B. A.
F. E. Coiii. rt. R. B.
Rolls, C. M. Cotton. M. J. Gleid. 11.
G. Wilson and others. The leans won.
We do it right. HOUGH DRY.
Laundry Co.
.

Gor-lU-t-

lra-per'- ai

t

They are closing up shop at Ros.
well so that the
as well
as (lie clerks can go to ball t.iini s.
The Pecos valley metropolis is having a base ball brainstorm.
Catcher Bresnahan's
shin guards
are "in bad." Manager Clarke, of
the Pirates, has protested a game because In trying to steal home he
claims his spikes hit the shin guards,
which kept him from scoring.
store-keepe-

fishing season is n- .v
the best trout flshii g
is the territory adjacent to Santa F
in the upper Pecos region.
A par:y
of sixteen who returned to Santa Fe
fishing
report
trip
from a
a larc
catch, In which four different varieties were caught. The different kind
v. ere mountain
trout. Get man brou-ilalnbow and eastern trout.
The trout

open.

Pel-ha-

.

The El Paso White Sox. suppo., I
to be one of the strongest independent teams in the southwest, j. rove I
easy picking for the Military Institute
and Roswell nines. The locals wi-4 an 1
in three straight heats. 12-The Military Institute nine bad
ju.--t
returned from its tour in the
Panhandle, where it made a splendid
showing. Its last victory being at Canyon City by a score of 5 to 3.
--
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BARS WILL BE UP
VACATION
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Watch the Prices Advance

Politicians Will Have to Hurry
If They Want to See the
President.

WHEN

paob noun,

OOOOOOTOOOOOOOCXDOOOOOOOOOt

We have concluded to sell only 50 more lots at present prices then

BEGINS

advance everything from

25 to SOTHESE
Per Cent.
ARE:

Things Doing In Washington.
Burton In the Public Eye.
Fake Appropriations.

TERMS ON

Washington. V. C, May 20. Politl-cUi- ir
who want to net the ear of
President Roosevelt had better hustle
Washington
within the next thirty
to
days. About the middle of June the
president will depart for his summer
home on Ixing Island, and then the
bars will be up. It is only by invitation originating from Oyster Hay or
by appointment secured because of
the vital importance of the business,
that political callers will be received
during the vacation time.
President's Stomach Is OfT.
Stories sent out some weeks ago
that Mr. Roosevelt was failing in
health had very little foundation in
fact; his stomach bothered him some
and he was tired, that was all. But
lie does need a rest, and proposes to
get it. Therefore, Sagamore Hill will
be quarantined against politicians afOffice
ter the middle of June and during the
months of July and August.
It must not be assumed from this
that Mr. Roosevelt will forget such
a thing as politics has part in the
American scheme of life. He will forget politics or lose his Interest in it
only when he forgets to breathe. It
can be safely assured that there will
be a good many political conferences
at Oyster Kay during the time the
president has selected for resting, but
they will be such as Mr. Roosevelt
may Initiate.
In Washington
the
president cannot dodge party workers,
;ind especially do senators and representatives take up a great deal of the
executive's time discussing political
affairs In their particular bailawicks.
In most of these matters the president is not even remotely interested,
and very few of them, indeed are of
any consequence from the point of
national party policy. Yet Mr. Roosevelt must listen, and appear to be Impressed.
Nor are senators nnd representatives the only ones who unintentionally Impose upon White house hospitality. Xo other president in history
had so many callers as Mr. Roosevelt
sees, and the number seen does not
equal the number turned away.
Theodore E. Hurton, of Cleveland,
member of congress from the twenty-firOhio district and manager of the
Washington, May 20. Franklin K.
Taft presidential campaign, is tilling Lane,
commerce
of the Interstate
a good deal of space In the public eye commission,
Is engaged in the task of
now. As chairman of the house
jut
committee on rivers and harbors, Mr. putting "teeth" into a draft of a reHurton has been well known for a port to be submitted to the Interstate
for approval
number of years. With his colleagues commerce commissioninquiry
into the
he cannot be said to be popular, in as its finding in the
fact with many of them he is decid- conduct of the Harriman railroads. Inedly unpopular; but no man In the
The president's plans for his
house is more universally respected.
dianapolis speech, May 30, were
When Mr. Hurton succeeded to the greatly confused by the ' publication
livers and harbors chairmanship he last week of the report and recomset out to eliminate "pork" from the mendation of Messrs.
Kellogg and
annual budgets of that committee. In Severance, counsel for the commisyears gone by the rivers and harbors sion.
appropriations had been a national
It was not expected that this matscandal. The sums voted in .ae bill
public until after
were not regulated by the merits of ter would be made
Indianapolis speech, in which the
the propositions but by the pull of the
railroad questo
discuss
president
is
story
one
Illustrative of
members.
outline the
how "pork" was distributed has be- tions and tentatively
come a classic at the capitol. A cer- course which he expects to give to
t,
After
middle-weswinter.
legislative effort next
tain congressman from the
who for years had himself been the Indianapolis address the report
In a position to bestow legislative was to furnish strong support for the
f ivors. found himself in danger of de- ideas which the president should have
feat for reelection. He had tilled his advanced in that address.
district up with public buildings, had
The report which Mr. Kellogg pregotten pensions for about every pen- pared
was not entirely satisfactory to
comsionable constituent, and was
the commission and therefore, It
pletely at a loss to know what to do all
inferred, was likewise not quite
that would demonstrate his value as is
a member of the national
body. His friends beard his tale of
woe, and deeply sympathized.
Finally, one of them, who had happened to
be a member of the rivers and harbors committee, had an inspiration.
"Why don't you get an appropriation for one of your rivers?" he inquired.
"I'd thought of that," said the
mournful statesman, "but the trouble
is I haven't a stream in my entire
district that would float an eggshell."
"That doesn't matter," retorted the
committee-memlKfriend.
"That's
what we are voting money for all the
time, to make streams so they will
Socorro, X. M., May 20. The New
float things."
Mexico School of Mines closes this
l ake Appropriations.
week one of the most successful years
And so it came to pass that Goose in the history of the institution. This
creek wholly dry six months of the statement holds true, no matter by
year, was solemnly declared a navig- what standard the condition of an
able stream und $100,000 was voted educational institution is Judged. The
for Improving its channel. Work at number of young men engaged in the
odd times at good wages was in sight strictly collegiate technical work of
for farmer boys, and the pictures of the School of Mines this year has
splendid ships sailing the bosom of been larger than ever before, and the
loose creek was so enticing that the number of students in the preparatory
congressman
swept the opposition department ha.s been fully up to the
from the field and returned triumph- average. The grade of advancement
ant to the halls of congress.
of the students in the various techniliurton Was Oppow-4- to Pork.
cal departments has been fully up
When Hurton started in to elimi- to average of former years, and the
nate "pork" from the rivers and har- character of the work done has been
bors bill he found the path a stony as good as that of any other instituone. There was no serious sentiment tion of the kind in the land. In
in congress to support him, and for these respects
conditions at New
years he fought almost single handed. Mexico's school of mines this year
It isn't entirely eliminated yet, be- have been very satisfactory.
cause even so Independent a man as
In regard to the future, the prosHurton has sometime to yield to pres- pects
are very bright. A good many
sure, but there Is today at least a of
the students in attendance at the
serious attempt to consider and deal school
this year have already signified
with every river and project on its
Intention of returning, and, becommercial merits. Knemies of Bur- their
sides,
President Noble has even at
ton claim he his hogged appropria- this early
received a good many
tions for the great lakes at the ex- letters of date
inquiry from prospective
pense of the rest of tiie country, and students. There
inevery
i; is undeniably true that an enormous dication that the isnumber possible
of student-nex- t
amount of money has been expended
year will show a marked inin improving lake harbors.
The anover that of the year Just
swer of Hurton and his followers is crease,
the great lakes constitute the closing. Will Have Dormitory.
that
greatest highway of commerce in the
Hut perhaps the most encouraging
world, and this also is undoubtedly
feature in the prospects of the School
t rue.
Mr. Hurton Is a bachelor, and is of Mines is the proposed dormitory
austere and erudite. He cares more
f ir his bonk than he does for his
association uith his fellow men, and
cares not a whit, apparently, for public opinion.
His place in congress
would have been a higher one today
hid it not been that he believed in
TED FOR QUAY
tariff reform, and didn't hesitate to
say o. For a long time, because of
his opposition to a larger navy, he
was not overly popular at the white
house; but all that is changed now, S
VWII It PP.U.O TM.I.S VI
m v .it si n i: or iwkt hi:
wince Hurton has taken up the cause
of Taft.
wima:
roi.nitsts iiooi.
took
Mr. Hurton's Immediate ambition is
r iviti.iNi.i:
t Kit in the I'nited States senate, and
IX IT.XX
i.v am .
even bis enemies admit that he would
onament that body. It is pretty well
When John Mi Kit-- a Papag In-- J
understood, also, that Mr. Hurton 'ii.in from the S.in Xavier mission.
iMpfS some day to attain the presi- ; was urruigm.it before Justice lles'lou-- j
dency. He has been mentioned more ilo in Vuma. he pie. fled guilty to hnv-- !
than once in connection with the lug tit'e-- lirunk and ilisoraVrl V, hut
speakership of the house, and frankly x:ilil that he was a ritiz.'ti uf th'
says lie would like the place, it was I'llitoil Slates ah. I a gnl I riU l! ira ll.
only a
ago that some one
lie Kiike exrelieiit Knglish an i indisPresident
put forth as
Roosevelt's sisted that a republican justice uf the
program t ie election uf Taft as presipeace tthuuhl not nne an Indian who
dent and Hurton as speaker. There had served his party by helping the
wasn't much foundation for the tale, tjuay machine In Pennsylvania. Judge.
but it sent "'I'ncle Joe'' Cannon from Kedondo told John that he knew
Pennsylvania politics v ere Lad, but
Washington in a fit uf rage.
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A chance for , every Albuquerque man working for wages or salary to
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University Heights Improvement Company
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STARES AT MODERN MIRACLES
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BUYING DAYS

Easy Terms

Document Prepared by Commissioner Brother Andrew Emerges From Silent
Abbey First Time in 40 Years, But
Kellogg on the Railroad Problem Did
Keeps His Vow of Silence
Not Contain the Required
Inviolate.
Amount of Ginger.

and
Low Prices
Do you Intend buying k. vehicle to enjoy the summer months? If you
do don't pass us by. We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle
we have many (food styles within the range of modest
incomes.

Top Buggies, Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons of
all kinds. Don't stay away because you are not rich. Come and see
us.

st
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what the president wanted.
Its conclusion as to "undesirable
citizens" and as to the violations of
law by the different Harriman combinations are said to have met the approval of these authorities, but the
document did not contain as much
"ginger" as was desired. It was altogether too cold and unfeeling an analysis to meet the requirements of
the occasion.
"What is wanted is a document
with teeth."
A few epigrams and pen pictures
are considered necessary to give it
proper quality with the public.
Commissioner Iane enjoys in a peculiar measure the confidence and es.
teem of the president. He Is, moreover, possessed of a fine talent fo;
vigorous Anglo-Saxo- n
and has some
strong Ideas on the subject of overcapitalization, as was proved when,
last winter, he made a report of the
investigation of the car shortages in
ertaln sections of the country and in
t expressed the
opinion that less
tork manipulation and more railroading would give better transporta-io- n
service.

law-maki-

SCHOOL OF MINES CLOSES
VERY SUCCESSFUL YEAR
j

T

,

t

Ride to and From the Property.

AGED TRAPPIST, BEWILDERED,

TEETH" INTO

0

Free Automobile

for students.
Such a building has
long been recognized as one of the
most urgent needs of the institution.
When this need is supplied it will be
possible for students to get board and
lodging at a cost much below present
tigures, and for young men who are
reliant upon their own resources this
is a matter of very grave consideralegislative
tion. The thirty-sevent- h
assembly generously appropriated fifpermanent
teen thousand dollars for
Improvements at the School of Mines
and this sum will doubtless be expended in the erection of a building
to be used for dormitory purposes
and, possibly, for the accommodation
All
of the preparatory department.
this will enable the School of Mines
to compete with other educational institutions both at home and abroad
in a way in which it has not been
able to compete with them heretofore.
Another feature of the situation
with respect to the School of Mines
that promises much for the prosperity of the institution, is the fact that
every living graduate of the school is
now occupying a lucrative position
and Is doing excellent work. From
Arizona and Mexico especially come
nattering
reports In this regard.
Many nongraduate students are adding the influence of their good work
to that of the graduates.
This is an
and
influence that is permanent
cumulative, one of the most powerful,
in fact, that can contribute to the
prosperity of the institution.
that he never before neirl of them
voting Indians. McKee. however, insists that ho voted for (Jovernor Stone
seven years ago and probably Is the
only Arizona Indian who ever cast a
ballot. He was a Carlisle man at the
time, and his squaw was graduated
from the government school at lirand
J n net inn, i 'olo.
For two years McKee has worked
at I.aguna dam.' I!y trade he is a
tailor, but he early conceived a strong
dislike for this branch of industry
nnd has never followed it. He came
Lagun i and
down yesterday from
told the Yuma saloon keepers that he
was a citizen of the L'niied States and
wanted some whiskey. He bought two
buttles and then to further prove his
citizen-hi- p
sat in a poker game.
the game could explode from
any other source, McKee's whiskey
d
raNed a rough house and Judge
lined lain $!. which he paid.
New arrivals for the week: Brus-- i
el and velvet carpets. Thirty new
puttern of rockers to select from at
Futrelle's Furniture Emporium.
Re-fo-

Ite-don-

Chicago. May 20. lirother Andrew,
a Trappist monk from the new Melle-ra- y
abbey of Iowa, today lived 40
years In one. Obtaining leave of absence to attend the burial of his sister, Mrs. Catherine Sheehan, he stepped out into the world for the first
time in forty years.
During the time he had not seen a
newspaper. It was like stepping into
a new world and the noise and confusion and hurry sadly puzzled the
old man.
Here are some of the things he saw
today for the first time: Elevated
trains, automobiles, electric street
cars, telephones, electric lights, skyscraper buildings, roller life bridges,
steamships, sleeping cars
modern
lighted by electricity.
His advent Into Chicago was mark
bang, clatter,
ed by tremendous
screeching of locomotive and factory
whistles, the constant roar of traffic,
the hastening, unfeeling, unseeing
throngs of people, whose dress must
have seemed ridiculous to the aged
recluse.
Yelling newsboys startled him, but
most of all the clatter of overhead
trains wore upon his nerves. He could
not comprehend the telephotie or the
electric light.
In the monastery they had heard of
the San Francisco disaster, the Iroquois, the Martinique and Kingston
horrors only in an Indefinite way
when prayers were asked for tne
.
victims.
Itrother Andrew will be glad to get
gray
walls, for
back behind the safe
the noisy world outside wearies him
sorely.
During the ordeal of traveling
through the business district, with Its
bustle and din. no word of surprise
or comment escaped the lips of the

monk. He looked about him in wonderment, but Bald nothing.
Hrotber Andrews' leave of absence
which is exceptional in the order to
w hich he belongs, carries with it permission to break his silence, but he
has not done so. He communicates to
Ills relatives by making signs, and
they believe that his powers of speech
are greatly Impaired.
The Trappist monks are disappearing rapidly for the reason that there
are few recruits to the order. Only
three abbeys are In existence, two of
which are In the United States and
the other in Ireland.
$100 Reward, 10O.
The readers or this paper will be pleased to learn that there Is at least one
dreaded disease that science has been
able to cure in all Its stages and that
Is Catarrh. Hall s Catarrh Cure Is the
only positive cure now known to the
medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease, requires a constitutional treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure is
taken Internally, acting directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation
of the disease, and giving the patient
strength by building up the constitution
and assisting nature In doing Its work.
The proprietors have so much faith in Its
curative powers that they offer One
Hundred Dollars for any case that It
tails to cure. Send for list of testimonials. Address:
K. J. CHKNISY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Hold by Druggists, 7Cc.
Take Hall's Family PUIs for constlpa- -

Sprains Oulckly cur.f.
Rathe the parts freely with Cham
berlaln's Pain Halm and glv then
absolute rest, and a quick cure Is certain. For sale by all druggists,
o
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Foundry and

Machine Works

m. . MALL, Propriator
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaft
lngs, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Column and Iron
Fronts for Buildings.
ftopolro on Mining mnd mill Moonlnory m Bptolmlty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. ME,
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Wines, Liquors and Cigars
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ovorytbloa la ttoek to outfit tbo
most fmHldtouM bar oomploto

Have been appointed exclusive agsnts In th Southwest fan Vaa. i.
Schlltz, Wm, Uemp and St Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, V. H. McBrayar'a Cedar Brook, LOula Hunter, T.J. Monarch, and other standard kranda of whiskies to numsroga ta mention,
wE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
received by us from tna beat VUarle.
But sell tba straight article
Distilleries and Breweries In Ue United Stat a. Call aid lnaaeet ear
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Prise klat.
Issued to dealers only.
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Wines, Brandies. Etc.

BARNETT, Prop't.

JOSEPH

EXCURSION

EXCURSIONS
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Colorado

Mexico City and

J. D. Eaktn, President.
Q Gloml. Vice President.

Co.

return $10.25, April
aoth to May 18th. Limit July 31..
Norfolk, Va., and return, 15 day limit,
158.75: sixty day, $72.90; season
limit, Dec. 15th, 137.45.
Denver and return, 23.70; Colorado
Springs and return, $20.75; Pueblo
and return, $18.95. Tickets on sale
June 1st to Sept. 30, 1907. Return
limit Oct. 31. 1907.
Columbus, Ohio, and return, $$7.60.
Tickets on sale May 12 to 16, and
19th and 20th. Return limit June
6 th.
Dickson, Tenn., and return, $62.73.
Tickets on sale May 12, 13 and 11.
Final limit, June 2d.
T. E. PURD V, Agent.

And Principal Eastern Points
On Sale Dally
June Isl to Sept. 30th

via

u

Announcement
021 North

I'lr--

Street.

Phone Xo.
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Having acquired an Interest In the
Plumbing
and Heating
Standard
company, Mr. John Strumqulst will in
future have charge of the mechanical
department and attend to the installation of all plumbing and heating
work entrusted to this company.

DIAMOND
Southwestern Itrewery

&

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

Standard Plumbing & Heating

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT TO BANK OF
COMUERCE.

j j j j

T.

E. PURDY, Agent
A. T. & S. F. RY.

COAL

Ice Company.

B. RUPPE
NUE

Co

Low rates, long limit, tickets accepted on Llmltel and all other
trains. Call at ticket office and we
will plan your trip back
ist. We
are all going. Why r.yt you?

Waste Land
Wanted
AMrcst, Bet

large tracts. Title
must be perfect.
In

Ms.

Ztkims. Wats.

I.

S.

A

Genuine American block, per
ton
M.M
Cerrillos Lump
Anthracite Nut
ts.&O
Autliraclte mixed
$9.04
Anthracite, stove .and . furnace
sUea
fa.ua
Clean Gas Coke
$.(NI
WOOD.

load.... f) IS
HAHN & CO.

Green Mill Wood, per

W. H.

Both

Phone,

FACTE

MBUQUEItQtJE

rOTJB

THE CUB'S

EVEINIING CITIZEN

write a. book with the title, "Monday,
the 13th."

a

0

Three hundred sailors on the Brit
at the Jamestown ex
position deserted.
That's the first
real Food thing we've heard about
the exposition.

MANAGING EDITOR

THE "SOIARE PEAL."
PRESS REPORT AXD AVXILIAHY NEWS SERVICE,

REnnLICAN PRINCIPLES
ASSOCIATED

The Strenuous Life for Him.
Louis Schroeder has gone to Me
dina to work on a farm. Louis is a
hustler. Shloctor (Wis.) News.

WILLIAM F. BROGAN

AXI

ish

men-of-w-

ar

0

The nephew to whom "Silent"
Smith left most of his money has decided to move from South Dakota to
New York. Having money enough to
move, of course, there's no longer
any excuse for his remaining In South
Dakota.

0

A

SERE THING.

Q Patace 3fiat Was a Burden
l"p on f.ifhionable RiverMde drive in bis New York thre is a palace
build by Charles M. Schwab, American millionaire.
Will
It cost the vast sum of $3,500,000. The land nn entire block.
The building cot $1 000,000.
bought from an orphan asylum for $800,000.
The Interior work tost $1,500,000, and the decorations, with bronzes, statuary, painting and marvelous furnishings, came to $1,200,000 more.
Now the millionaire wants to pell 1t. They say he will take $1.00,-00- 0
less than it cost him anything to get it off his hands.
He ha found his palace too much of a burden.
Long before the palace wan completed it had become a tax on the
dismillionaire's nerves. There was trouble with workmen, there were
pute with the decorators, there were strikes and delays. As the building
arose, stone bv stone and beam by beam, he began to dislike it; but at last
It was finished, and stood there, magnificent and imposing, one of tn
greatest show places of the great city.
Then the millionaire moved in, but he did not like his palace. patent
Neither did his wife. She objected to the electric broiler, theso much
machine, and the potato reeler because it wasted
of the potato. She said she had never seen such rubbish in her life, and
she threw half of it out of the kitchen.
a few
But the rest of the palace was left pretty much as it was. and
was tired
months ago the millionaire confided to Andrew Carnegie that he
of it, and wished he might escape from its burdens.
to
"Charlie told me." Carnegie is quoted as saying, "he would likenew
wash his hands of the whole business. He does not want to keep his
house. He is sorry" he built it."
Well, why shouldn't he be sorry? What did the stupendous pile of
tone and iron and marble amount to, except as a vulgar show of money?
Very few milIt could never have been a home, as we think of that word.millionaire,
even,
lionaires have homes, anyway, which shows that being a
crushed levant,
baa Its brawbacks. Books are no better for bindings of
will not
breakfast grows cold on silver dishes, and even Gobelin tapestries
hield a man from the wintry blasts of discontent that spring up within
an oriental room
his heart because it takes more than a velvet carpet or to
make a home
or a patent kitchen" or even a statue of rhldlas himself
and contentment and happiness.
Sensible Americans of moderate means do not envy the millionaire.
They have more than he has when they have happy, comfortable homes.
He has expended a little part of his gigantic wealth, and there ha a been
nice
no good in it at all except that probably the orphan asylum made
profit on its land.
dish-washi-

3ne 3oth Strife

"What grieves VOll so Hnrt.1v vflr- let?"
"It is enough to be hpbl hero hnt
to make my lot worse a rascal, whose
face is unknown to me, took advan- iaite or my unrortunate position and
robbed me of my last penny."
Kin, wen, cneer un
One nlwnvH
loses In stocks."

a

Kntre, May.
(The spring poet had this on the
copy hook two weeks ago, but he
postponed publishing it until the
weather got warmer.)
When December's chilling blasts
Make you shrink and shiver.
And Old Mammy's luggin' in
Jes one mo bed kiver."
When the mercury's at nar
And your blood congealed to tar,
uon t you long for May, Fair May?

in Coyote Canyon

When February comes anace.
With balmy days that token
Spring's quick advance alack the
day
When "winter's backbone's
When you a change of flannels seek,
And go to bed for Just a week,
Don't you long for May, Fair May?

ot

feWniI1!!?nilh,..,-,-

r.er.nle believe in the future of the district is shown
by the fact that a number of them have staked out claims and are spending
considerable money in prospecting them.
The field is new, comparatively speaking, and should be given the at
tention it deserves by mining Interests,
.

Pu6(ic Opinion on tne Coreys

wedding is over with and the "happy" couple
enroute to France.
the news to get generally scattered about
it
mani
....
..v,ii. ion merit in the matter in beginning to make itself
few choice remarks about the affair which The Citizen
Here are a.......
fested
..,.tt faiilv the sentiments oi tne ires vi me
has found lu I e J '
States:
United
Is to fulfill Vncle Corey's
"The only thing remaining- for the Coreys to do
predictions."
orld.
"Progressive polygamy." New York Evening W
" Atlanta
It only remain to watch Corey go down
"A brazen climax.
Georgian.
have been ai. 'piiate to wish Mr
"1'iuier the circumstances it would
.
hirinv returns of the day." New York American.
(iilnian- - 'orey is that none
f.u. ..,..,. "with oil these oletures of Mrs.swing.
anything like that.'
of them show her in the room with the velvet
"I.!.0!LW.i';1,.ti,,Ir defiant of morality and decency us were the prin.
,. t..i.Hnir e.niallv so is the functionary v ho hurried up at mid
...
Scoffers are
been garrulously boasting.
night. "J gain Vh;.r,r. and has sincenothingIs so foul and degraded that some
to sav that
. v.. v,,r,.l to bless it." New York Evening Globe
Z.,.. ...
..Th .t .,.wer of orchids for the Corey wedding was a. happy tnougni
wreath about the manhole or
,.
l,e trvliiif
l-the effect of
''
IJIIl .'I ilT ,.ni
..I.I ' ,t,vt
sewer." New York Evening Post.
hicago Pally N e .
"Exeunt let us hope the Coreys."
a.i .,v ihfv claim that the little lady bug the same little innocent
u.ith i,u,lt foots, bug that we have known always is a great blessing
...
h..,4t irruivei-The laim Is that the lady bug kills the
of Texas.
of dollars
green bug.
The green bugs destroy thousands and thousands
if this claim Is true every gallant
worth of wheat every year in Texas.
Texas fanner should tip his hat to every lady bug he meets. Alamogordo
m,

ic.v.ii

. u..
h

r.iimnn-rore-

v

r.r.r. th Viitrh Rens.
taken a few days for
1

Chicago-Ilecora-Herai-

17.

a.

--
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WHERE

(By KaUieiinc Lt'ckle)
When Mrs. Alnsworth and her two
daughters concluded to spend a year
In Europe, It was decided that the
handsome Alnsworth home, in E.
64th-sl- .,
should be closed during their
nusence.
ine decision was Jacks
own. He wanted to economize, he
said.
Economy had never been Jack
Alnsworth's strongest characteristic.
His father had died while he was a
lad at preparatory school, bequeathing him a comfortable income, but It
was not of such a size that Jack did
not Intend to Increase it by entering
business as soon as his college days
were over.
While at Yale he had been a bit
extravagant.
a Wall
He entered
street brokerage office after his graduation and he secured a partnership
In the firm a few months before his
mother
a long stay
determined
abroad. His economy was almost a
natural sequence.
"I don't like it, Jack," his mother
had declared, as she bade him faro-wel- l.
"I would consider it foolish
for you to keep the house open while
we are away, but you ought to go to
the club to live."
upon a
Jack had determined
boarding house.
"This year, if I succeed in business,
every minute must be given to It,"
was his sagacious explanation.
"I
won't know anyone in the boarding
nouse. i won t have to talk to people. I can go to bed early, and I
won't be wasting time and money
with the fellows."
"What girls are you going to see?"
asked Ethel with a shake of her
blond head.
"None. No girls for me until I'm
started in business," Jack stoutly replied.
"I do think you are showing rare
courage," Mrs Alnsworth said. "For
life will be awful In a boarding
house."
Jack had not found it so. He went
early and came late, and did not notice the fellow boarders. He worked
so arduously that the other men in
the firm remonstrated with him, especially the senior partner. The
summer was a very hot one, and by
the middle of August Jack was thin
and worn out and feeling wretchedly.
One morning he awoke with a splitting headache and a queer feeling.
"I'll run up in the mountains ov?r
Sunday," he told Charley Wiggins.
So no one at the office thought of Inquiring when Jack did not appear for
several days.
Instead of taking a White Mountain express. Jack felt so ill that he
went to bed. His neighbor all night
heard him toss and moan. He reported to Miss Townsend, the landlady, who In turn appealed to Mi.--s
Grace Layton who was a trained
nurse.
"I beg of you to see Mr. Ainsworth,
I am afraid he is going to die," 1m- n il :i v
rtlorerl tho ft ut ra et ml
The girl looked very pretty in her
fresh white uniform as she quietly
approached the bed of the raving
man.
Jack was rolling wildly from side
to side, his eyes staring, his face blls- teretl witn lever, lie started, looKeo
up at Grace Layton; and then exclaimed:
"Are you an angel and have I gone
to heaven?"
"I've come to take care of you."
the girl replied; "will you let me?"
"Angels can do anything," the sick
man asserted.
In Grace's case It was true. She
sent for a physician, and urged Mrs.
Townsend to telephone the relatives
of Jack. As the lundlady knew none
of them, Grace thought the young
man poor anil friendless, and determined to take care of him, thinking
he could not afford a nurse. For
three weeke she did this, Jack Insisting all the time that he was In heaven. Then the fever broke and he fell
Into a refreshing slumber.
When he awoke the girl in while
was sitting at his side
He looked it
her curiously fur a moment, attempted to lift his head, and then weakly
w hlspered
"Who are you?"
"A nurse; you have been sick and
I have taken care of you."
But
"I thought, you were an an
never mind," Jack faintly attempted
to reply.
During his convalescence Miss Lay-to- n
read to him. amused him, and
when he went for his first drive it
was she that sat beside him in the
victoria. It was while they were in
the park that Jack declared that he
could never live without her. And
to keep her patient she gave herself
to him.

REIGNS

Ratan Goods

Karpen Bros.
Leather Goods
for your house should include some
and comfortable easy
chairs, settees, etc., made in reed,
rattan or prairie grass. Those people
w ho have used them know their genuine worth, those who have not do
not know what satisfaction they are
missing. A very full line of these
goods can be seen at F. H. Strong's,
who is able to offer very exceptional values in nil styles.

F.

C0PTMSHT

you will find a room with mission
furniture, which particularly lends itself to home cosiness, but Imparts a
picturesque elegance to the furnishing of a home. Our stock of this furniture is complete, embracing sofas,
rockers, chairs, tables, book cases and
everything that will aua to the enjoyment of the living rooms.

Stickley Bros.

of those cool

Farmed Oak

R

STRONG

STRONG BLOCK

2nd and Copper

Q.
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REFRIGERATORS
The

Bill
1

AUTOMATIC

G3B

wmwMinwwi

s

Constructed on Scientific
Principles.
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Call and See Them.

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
Albuquerque, New Mex.
Vegas; C. P. Jones, Santa Rosa; Julius
Seligman, Kupfenlreh. Germany; E.
(J. Carpenter. J. W. Miller. J. J. Lark
and John Nelson. Kl I'aso; O. W.
Chase, Kettner. N. M. ; E. A. Penny
and Harry Johnson, Winslow.

fralgt.

J. It. Penman, HI
Olbetes, Syracuse, N.

Paso;

WILL PAY THE BOY.

I

Call a Messenger and Send Me Your Work.

THE TAILOR

KACKLEY

M.

Y.

ttO

Savoy.
J. W. Butler, Needles. Cal.; Gilbert
Young. Washington, V. C; H. A. Herbert, Jr.. Washington. 1). C; Mrs. L.
It. Bateman, Hakerslield, Cal.

Wast Gold Avenue

Concerts at Home

Metropolitan

iittHHiiililttl

JUST
TTr-T7-

VICTOR

rr?r

Tt

:

"If all men were of medium build,
business would look number 10
without the 1," said Martin Kyan, the
popular tailor of Second street. "I
like to see men very tall, very slim,
very fat I like to uee them come In
odd sizes. Such people can't get a
ready-mad- e
suit of clothes to tit them
and they have to patronize a tailor,
if it were not for cripples and men
of abnormal build In general, we tailors would have to quit the business
or subsist on pressing clothes and
mending. It takes all kinds of peo
ple to make the world.
Ihe more
different kinds there are, the belter It
They say it tak
is for everybody.
iioti:l aiuuvals.
nine tailors to make a man. Let me
you,
can
a
make a pretty
Alvaratlo.
tailor
Thf
tell
Charles 1. Pullen, City of Mexico; good looking man out of a Hvtn
E. I'. Pool. Denver: S. H. Marks, skeleton by the way he makes his
Louisville; James Keng. Newton; C. clothes.."
T. Hrown, Socorro; AV. H. Evans. Hos-toL. A. Mullvany. Winslow; W. E.
TICK IlHi SALK
TorHetts, liaton; T. M. Michael,
Is now going on at the Cash Buy
rance; Levi Chubblck and wife, Kid- ers' Union. Be sure and get some of
der, Mo; w. Hrotherton. Trinidad: these big bargains:
Martin iUigelen. Grand Canyon: It. Amigo $3.50 shoes
$2.95
J. Prey, San liernardino, Cal.; Wm. Barton Bros." $3.50 Shoes
$2.50
A PRIZE WINNER.
Daze, Winslow; K. H. Ferrell, Silver! Big lot of $2 Shoes, large size.. $1.35
CUv; Mrs. !:. A. Edwards,
Mesilla Girls' $1.35 and $1.50 Shoes,
(To be continued.)
Park, N. M.
$1.00
sizes i'to 2
Ladies' Oxfords, all reduced.
Our ROUGH DKT work oon's have
The Sliirsifs.
$3.00
Waists, 25c to
George It. Varney. Alamogordo, X. Ladies' Skirts,
to be washed over. Imperial Laun$6.50
50c to
M.; Harvey C. McCullom. Hornell. N. Ladles'
dry Co.
price.
half
Chlnaware,
M.; C. E. Springer. Guam. N. M.; J. Imnorted
1 lb
15c
Coffee,
Pkg.
o
Magdalena; 3
S. Mavtavisli and wife.
25c
cans No. 2 Tomatoes
THE WOLFF, STTI)IO 1SNUV George F. Mnyer,
Vegas:
S. 1!.
Iis
bargains
And hundreds of other
(H'KS VtK IUSIM.SS. AT NO. 115 Wright. Greeley. Colo.; J. E.
MJl'TII SIXJONI) STKKKT.
Denver; James E. Lew is. Las Come and look.

Rnsrnp

COMFORT

Heyward Bros. &
Wakefield & Co.

(1

When March comes with a rush and
roar
Citizen
Within the past few davs the news columns of The Evening Canyon,
And fills your eyes with sand.
have contained accounts of a reported rich gold strike in Coyote
And 'dobe grits between your teeth.
AnU a haze is o'er the land:
Manzano ,.mountains.
or ore When
t,,or,f r.t ihnw in nosition to know and the samplesskeptical
your hat skidooes four blocks
convince,
the
to
serve
prospect
shaft,
all
And
the wind plays havoc with vour
from the Oxendlne
t.roht
may
or
be
ore
there
of
body
locks,
a
large
How
been made.
that a strike has prove
Don't you long for May, Fair May?
when developed, are, of course, matters of doubt
how rich it will
yet
fs The Citizen has made as thorough an investigation as is possible at this
She came the other day
May, Fair May!
time, and is convinced that the Coyote Canyon strike is a rich one on this
Terspirlngly I write it.
first showing.
old time, winsome
The
a gold "scare" unless the field wa
j
It would be ill advised to start development.
Laughing May
extensive
warrant
enough
emple
to
The blrdlets chirp,
rich ore in
i
There is no question, however, that there is considerable
quansmall
in
found
be
can
gold
and
Copper
mountains.
the Manzano
I'm frazzled, melted, broiled and
say th.it there Is undoubtedly
sick
tities all over this range and old prospectors
vicinity.
in
Too
that
metals
valuable
much ice water's done the
these
deposit
of
a mother
yet
from
trick.
Trve Manzano mountains have scarcely been prospected as
was
made
Good gracious! what's that noise I
The strike in Coyote Canyon
the standpoint of deep mining.
near .'
In Colorado or Arizona, for that matter, a
of onlv fifty feet.
at a depthprosptct"hole
A
blamed mosquito on my ear
attempt
fifty-fowould not be considered even a half hearted
Excuse me while 1 light It.
at prospecting.
0
fortune, perhaps
The Manzano mountains undoubtedly have a greathidden
wealth.
ROSCOE, THE KOOSTER.
many fortunes, for the persons lucky enough to locate the
paying
This district already has several small mines operatingsomeonbiga ones
have
basis and within the next few years will undoubtedly
in that disThe Citizen believes that there is much valuable mineralcanyon
within
trict and looks for even a bigger strike than that of Coyote
"dee-lighted- !"

SUMMER FURNISHINGS

I

HIS EXPERIE1SCE
CELESTIAL

O
Let's al lhope W. K. Corey won't

By The Citizen Publishing Co.

FINELY EOVIITED JOB DErAKTMI.XT,
PEST ADVERTISING MEDIVM IV THE SOUTHWEST.
LEADING UEri llLICAN IWrER IX NEW MEXICO.
IIOOSTINO. ALII VQ V FJIQUE AND THE SOUTHWEST.

MOVDIY, MAV 20,

i

DAILY SHORT STORIES

CORNER

A Hunch lYnin Hill Idler.
Make good with yerself llrst.

PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY

PRESIDENT

CITIZEH.
nooooooocrxxxxxxxx

The ALBUQUERQUE

W. S. STRICKLER

EVENING

1.000 RECORDS

my

WHITSON MUSIC CO.,

h Anylfiin$ Dearer To

If There

w

-

V

isest.

-

Tr

suspect is

The Albuquerque Gas,
Electric Light & Power Co.

y,

IT'S

GOOD

M

TISVME

;Phone 98

Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.

TO BUY M. PBMIMO

News.

Santa Kita is lorging to the front as never before as a copper producer.
iiwiiiir svstein. the cooper producing of th Santa ItiUi district IsHe-aeven greater
iimr man's uppoi t unity and only a lack of cars prevents
velopment.
been Issued by the treasury department showing
A statement lias ju-country is n to. me .argesi on r.-- . u.u.
that the per capita circulation of IntheFebruary
last when il amounted to $3.).!.
was
record
The highest previous
population basis of 8 jS6,0u(1.
Tills is on
of receiving Mr. Corey
New York society is all torn up over the question
Evidently the Impression that has gone abroad that admisn.l his bride
gained by hist obtaining .v certificate
sion to New York society can only be
from a divorce court is erroneous.
work, shove, pull. PU.-- h and shout for the territorial
wmn em mj.n.
fair.
It should be bigger finer and better aiienuin
Get busy.
Is the time to paws the word around.

r,...,i..iv

Ak yourWhat are you doing to help make the big fair a sneers ?
Start early and
self the question and then put your shoulder to the wheel.
work late.
some of his
It 1m said Harriman may be prosec uted criminally for "unle.-iri:bie
This will recruit the ranks of champion of
deals.
Foreign telebritica passing through Washington mention with glee that
loir, they admit that
they are on the way to see "ze hi
tin'i."

!!!

BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
16.60
PER TON
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
I8.M
PER TON

OUR SEVENTH ANNUAL SALE
Of all used and rented Pianos opens MONDAY
MORNING, MAY 13. Watch for the descriptive bill which will be placed in your home
showing the EXTRAORDINARY
OPPORTUNITIES we place before you
P1ANO-BUY-IN-

TODAY

OUR

STOCK

CONSISTS

OF

OVER

WOOD
FOR CASH ONLY
ArrcR MAY IS

G

FORTY

PIANOS

John

502 80UTH

Cash Buyers and all who may desire a Piano will
not overlook this sale. Just received a $1500
shipment of TALKING MACHINES and REC
ORDS. We will be Glad to show YOU our stock

(rail
1

&

LfNDEMANN, Tk Spare

206 Wett Gold Avenue

Music Dealers

Established 1900

E SDr.
i

WIllluUJK'Indiutil'lU
:ne 1. 1 will cure Bund

I

ana
Plic. Il ulsortb the tumor i.
1 muyi tl.e lU'tiint; at oiii ttcti
aa tt poultice. L':vt-- instant re
lit I. lr. Williams' Jnilmii l"il Oint.
ui'nt is prepared for Filet aud iti
trig of ihe jjnvalH iurt.
iCve.y box id
wurranled. liv druvKists. ty ninil on r
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TIIF mil.rtREX OF

FIRST STREET.
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LEARNARD

Beaven

S.

w

SON.

HOMEMADE
FEE'S PEERLESS
CANDIES, AT WALTON'S DRUG
STORE.
.

TODAY A HE
XI IK MEX AXD WOMEN OF
XOMOIUIOW.

Do not injure

their jihyploal and

nuntal well being with

imliKi-tnbl-

;
bread. Remember, they grow
when fed best. Select a quality ot
you
i..
know la made right
bread that
every way.
I'nder sanitary conditions, of good flour, properly mixta
and baked, so as to be wholesome anil
nutritious, JtalliiiKs' bread on tint,
will be found to fulfill every reu.u:.e-tiien- L
b--

PIONCZR BAKERY
207 .South Ftr

SliWt,

,

MNIY.

MAY 20.

'ALBUQUERQUE

im7.

EVEXDTQ

CITIZEN.
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INDIANS RIDING HOBBYNORSES DREAM

Reds Take Kindly to

-

OF

Merry-go-Round-Brav- es

Ride
Wildly.
S vt ml

Inleta Indians wandered out
uth fecund street Saturday night
and eventually arrived at the stand of
the mr
near the corner
Coal avenue. The machine was whirling around with great velocity, accompanied by the trldent strains of
a. barrel org-an-;
children on mounts
were shouting and screaming In their
uelipht.
The Indians paused and
gazed interestedly upon the scene.
They talked softly among themd
selves and when the
stopped they Immediately mounted
the wooden ponies preparatory to a
ride. This was at
o'clock In the
evening.
The machine started up,
and at first the Indians seemed half
frightened, but soon they began to
enjoy the sport.
When the machine
stopped, instead of dismounting they
retained their seats and rode again.
This time they relaxed somewhat
and exchanged smiles and laughs
wnn the surrounding crowd. At the
third ride the braves still clung to
ineir mounts, not begrudging the
cost something of the ancient spirit
vi ineir race seemed to take posses
sion or tnem; their eyes lighted up,
their cheeks glowed, their bodies
swayed rhythmically to the time of
i rve music.
Suddenly the spectators were sur
prised by a yell a wild animal sort
of a yell. Then a series of whoops
startled the crowd. All eyes centered
on the Indians riding the wooden
ponies. There they rode, wild with
swaying their bodies.
excitement,
waving their arms and giving the old
war
whoop. Alive with aborig
time
inal passion so long dormant the
bucks were utterly oblivious of the
crowd which had begun to make
sport of them. Gripping their ani
mals with their legs, they leaned for
ward, yelling and with arms extend
ed as though they held bows and arrows.
It was a buffalo hunt they
were on. Madly the steeds galloped
upon tne lurry foe.
Then a yell, a
whoop! One old bull had yielded up
the ghost. It was many a mile over
the plains these Indians rode that
night.
To them the buffaloes had
returned and the Indian race wa
again in Its supremacy. Xot until the
last trip was made did they dismount
and leave
the
'men, dizzy from the constant whirl
ing, but happy, they staggered away
into the darkness and back into the
realities of a work-a-da- y
world,
where "huenas conudas" cost so much
per.
merry-go-roun-

TO DIG DOWN
:

DEEP

IN COUNTY

--

au.iua, ior uuriai.

C. ,S. Saton, aged 20 years, an em
ploye of the .Santa Fe at W'inslovv,
Ariz., died at the railroad hospital
yesterday.

The 'funeral of Mrs. Christine Mc- wno uiea Saturday,
was
neld from the home at 307 South
street,
Arno
yesterday afternoon with
interment in Faiiview cemetery.
'

Miiiivray,

Albert Lawrence, aged 21 years,
died at the sanitarium Saturday. The
deceased was single and came hero
from New York. Death was due to
pulmonary trouble.
The remains
will probably be sent east.
The funeral of the
of Dr. Y. Davila. was held
this morning at 8 o'clocok from the
home, fe05 North Eighth street. Rev.
Father Mandalaii oftkiated. The infant's death was caused by meningitis.
eighteen-day-oldinfa-

nt

Mis Mary

MeNamar,
lis
afced
years, died yesterdav afternoon at St.
Joseph's hospital.
Miss McXaniara
was a waitress at the Alvaradn. The
lemains will be sent to Cumberland,
Md. the girl's former home, fur interment. The employes of the
sent a beautiful Moral piece to
accompany the body.
J.
Lorenz. aged 2ft years, died
yesterday afternoon In his room at
the Knglewood rooming house, Second street and Copper avenue, from
pulmonary
trouble. The deceased
came here seven moulds ago from
Weston, W. Va., for his health. He is
survived by a widow living In West
Virginia. The body will be taken
back to the old home for burial. The
brief services here will be conducted
by the Odd Fellows, of which he was
a member. He also belonged to the
Modern Woodmen of America.
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SAVE MONEY.

ice cream am
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RAILROAD, AND

WANTED Position as Job compositor In good ciftlce. First class man.
Don't drink and can give best of
references. Man of family. Would
prefer to work under contract.
Write L. W. Gray, Morgan City,
La. State salary when writing.

VIS-

BLACK DIRK

IT THE ALAMEDA

MINE

DYKES

-

ALBUQUERQUE GETS W. FIND NOTE WHERE
C. T. LI. ANNUAL

Week-Progr-

The activity In mining near Albuquerque already has its influence on
Col. Albert p. Hunoutside capital.
ter, president of the Tres Hermanos
Mining and Development company,
which has headquarters at Las Vegas,
Is In the city buying supplies and ordering mining machinery for working some newly acquired
mining
property near Golden.
Colonel Hunter Is a mining engin
eer of wide experience In the Kocky
mountains, he being one of the men
who brought about the development
oi tne lamous Couer d Alene mines,
the net product of which for the year
1906 amounted to S6.OWO.000.
Colo
nel Hunter Is connected with one of
the oldest families oof New England
and bears recommendations of the
highest order.
Said Colonel Hunter:
l nis section down here
un
Is
doubtedly very rich and when It is
developed will astonish the world
The company with which 1 am con
nected has recently bought the Black
uicK mine near Golden, and we ar
going to begin working it extensively
at cnce. l am here laying in a stock
ot supplies and contracting for in In
lng machinery. We will put in a 25
horse power engine,' a hoist with a
capacity of 500 feet depth and a sink
lng pump. We have a shaft 105 feet
deep and several hundred feet of
drifts In the mine and have encoun
tered an ore body of eight feet Inwiutn already.
Within sixty dayafter starting new operations we will
tnip ore. We will ship to El Paso,
.'. ne
ore we have is rich In gold, sil
ver and lead, the latter predominat
lng.
There is enough heavy iron
caroonate in the ore to make It
good fluxer. We are going to spend
lots or money in developing our prop
erty and we expect to show up rich
mineral deposoits.
There is every
reason to believe in this section, and
we will do our part toward showing
it up.

HIGH SCHOOL

CUSS

REFUSES DIPLOMAS
Jl'ST IJEI'OHE CIKTAIX IIOSI
STRICK t"N'IJ:sS CLASSMATE
GETS HIS.
Ottawa, Kan.. May 20. The mem
hers of the high school graduating
ciass, loyal to one of its members,
Went on a HttiUo W.l .ltio.li . nln-vafter having been assembled on the
stage of the opera house here, and
refused to allow the curtain to be
raised until the superintendent
and
iacuuy naa issued a diploma to the
member and had allowed him to take
nis place on the platform.
The young man, Horace Smith, Jr.
had been a member of the class
inrough the high school course and
had taken active part In the affairs
or tne school. He is of one of the
oldest families In Ottawa. His name
was on tne roll of graduates when
Ihe invitations were orbited nml cir
culated and there never was a sup- posmon mat ne would not be irradu
ated. - Wednesdav nftornttnii
a few- hours before the time set for
tne exercises It was announced by the
mat nis name had
ruiirniiienueni
been stricken from the list on ac
count of deportment.
Ihe news spread.
The audience
garnered and the speaker. Professor
vy. L. Burdiek, of the I'nlversity of
rvansas. anu senator Benson, who was
to preside, were on the stage ready
ior ine exercises. The curtain did
not rise. The spectators saw the ci
tain start up once.
It rose n few
incnes and was stopped and then pulled down.
Members of the class had delivered
an ultimatum to the superintendent
anu it was that unless the young man,
wno was in the audience, should t
given his diploma and graduated the
exercises would not proceed.
The
superintendent was powerless. There
were twenty-thre- e
members of the
class, ten of them Kills. All excent
one or two of the members loined In
the strike. After negotiating for an
hour, during which the members of
tne class refused to give up, the su
peiinientient and faculty surrendered
"in the young man was graduated.
Vi,.vt-at'.-

Alfred
Grunsfebl
and Manuel
Springer, of the Bernalillo
county
board of county commissioners, Pitt
Boss, county surveyor, and
A.
E.
Wulker, probate clerk, were a quartet
of county officials, who went to Alameda yesterday to inspect the new
dykes the county has Just completed
on the west bank of the Kio Grande
In that vicinity,
liegardlng the trip
Mr. Grunsfeld said:
"We spent the day up there yesterday and found everything in good
shape. The river is pretty high and
the current Is very strong, but there
is no danger of an
overflow.
We
found a, few leakages and had m-repair them at once. Fifteen addi
tional workmen were rut on vester.
day and everything will be done to
prevent the river from leaving Its
channel.
"County Surveyor Ross has given
A great deal of attention to the work
at Aimeda and there will be no flood
ii n is possiDie to prevent it.
workmen have piled bags of sand i.e
on
the brush placed against the dykes
ajid I think they are fully strong
enougTi to noid the river back.
A
constant watch is kept on the dvkes
and in case of a break we have plenty of laborers at hand to make any
repairs necessary at once,
Inspected all the
"We thoroughly
recent work done and found it as
satisfactory as could be expected with
tne materials used in the construe
tlon. Not until the river Is protected
by dykes of masonry will It be safe
to let it go unwatched
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Sheep receipts
f:,,.v
1S.000
steady. Natives 14.50 i 6.20 : western
S4.:i'i r,j B. n
yearlings
lfi.30, 6
16.2.
fc.60;
western
6.25f
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St. I on Is Wool Market.
St. LOUIS. .MaV 211. Wool
ctun.lu
Territory and western mediums 23i
2 7c
.our
nne

ny

c.

C5

York. May
paper 5
per cent;
money on call steady, 2
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Mav
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Market.
2 11.
st..1t..r

Reyff & Dowdell
216 N. Second

j
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Puts System Into Your Business

W
book.

HEN you pny all bills by check, your business is recorded
accurately.
Each Item shows for itself. There Is a correct record Of All nr.lntt nnri TnnA1tiira tn vnnt Vi.nW

For every bill you pay, you get a receipt Tou have positive
proof that you paid each obligation.
We give the same careful attention to both large and small
accounts.

ti&ni&mXStMffp

The Bank of Commerce
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

A. C. BILICKE and JOIIN S. MITCHELL- Invite their friends to
New Mexico headquarters at
-

make

The Hollenbeck Hotel
Los Angeles,
California

Tour friendship and patronage is appreciated. Courtesy and
attention to guests Is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable. ,
Depot and beach line cars stop at the Hollenbeck door.

j

Leo Garcia, chaiged
with beln
drunk and sleeping on the street,
plead guilty this morning and was
jailed for ten days m lieu of paying
a fine of $ lu.
The open air c
ir! of the American Lumber company band at Robinson park last niht drew a large
crowd.
An excellent program was
rendered and the hand received much
enthusiastic applause.
The street car,
green,
which is on duty today. Is an improvement oil tin- noid yellow cars.
Let there be more of them.
The
decorating of the green cars was don,-bL. J. Harden, a local planter.
The Ladies' Aid society of the
ChristhVi church will hold a social
tomorrow afternoon at the home of
Mrs. F. H. Shaffer. 607 North Fourth
street, from 3 o'clock to 6 o'clock.
All members are requested to attend.
The ladleg of ihe Preshvterla .1
church will give a social entertain-- 1
ineiit tomorrow evening in the par-bu- s
of the Presbyierian church.
An
Interesting program has been pre-- ,
paied anil refreshments
be
will
served.
Work was begun today on the University road, by order of the county
commissioners.
This road Is In a
very bad condition, rendering travel
over It uncomfortable and unsafe.
With the road properly graded the
drainage problem
sill
be solved.
Hitherto every rain caused the road
to be washed out and rutted.
For the handling of u,e crowd
which went to see "The Telephone
Girl" at the Traction park Casino last
night, the Albuquerque Traction company is to be congmtulated.
There
were those who h.nl to stand and
those who had to hang on any way
possible, but none had to wait very
long for a car. At the close of the
performance a line ..f street cars was
waiting and the people did not need
to lose much time
getting home.
y

tiff I

NV 014
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BERNALILLO

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily.
.

Uocler Savoy
C. E. SUNTAAGG,

ffi

Convenience - Comfort - Security
. Hie

Morelli, the Tailor
Ijidles' and Men's Clothlnc- Clean.
and Repaired.
Men's
Suits made to order. All work Kuar- nteed. Prices reasonable.
ed. Pressed

103 N

Galvanized Iron Cornice. Tin Tt.w.f.
Shci-tli- p
Tankx. Gulvnnlyj-.- l
Water Tanks, pipe and Repair Work.

Ing,

203

West Gold

1- -2

The
telephone
preserves
your health, prolongs jour Ufa

and the worries fewer.

and protects your home.

TOU NEUD

Flrt St.

r. Allen

C.

telephone makes the
duties lighter, the cares leas

A

TELEPHONE

IN TOCR HOME;

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

00000090e000000

(

;dcooccooooooc
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SCREENS

Door screens as strong as an ordinary door

at prices that defy
screen doors in both strength and price. Window
screens that are as strong as a door at 7 cents per foot at tha
eastern-mad- e

10 per cent.

SULERIOR
PLANING MILl7
SEE OUR NEW URICK BUILDING

O0000CXOOC0O0wO

Dividends in the other fellow's
pocket on the rent you are
paying.
A

J.

small cash payment and

C.

BALDRIDGE

,

DEALER IN NATIVE A NO CHICAGO LUMBER

120.00 a month will buy a

house, with bath.

3
PAINT Covers more, looks best, wears
the longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDINQ
PAPER Always in stock.
Plaster, Lime. Cement.
Paint, Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALHCQrERQCE, NEW MIX
BHERWIN-WILLIAM-

REALTY

CO.,

J. E. ELDER, Armijo Building.

COUNTY

Divorce papers v ere granted this
morning by Judge Abbott to Nellie
Cardelli from Joseph Cardelll, her
husband, on the en .rge of abandonment. Attorney Jlacutk represented the plaintiff.
l

g--

fft

Proprietor

AVE.

r

district court GIELITZ the TAILOR

J. D.

jO

Where to Dine Well

.

h.

lu-5-

A Checking Account

T
TOVCX

The suit of Mrs. '. r. Crane against
l.'mnioiis an ames H. Smith,
resulted on Saturdav in a Verdict for
the plaintiff for
:o0. The suit InOn account of a wreck near Maine
volved the taking out of furniture,
Ariz., yesterday inoriiinir. in
hi,-bought mi the Instalment plan, from
two freight trains collided, blockading the house of the plaintiff in March,
tne main line, all trains from Califor- l'J06.
Klock V I'wen represented
nia due here last night were late. the iklalntiff ami Attorney Raynolds
rain .No. i, duo here at 6:45 o'clock. the defendant.
arrived this morning at 5:50, leaving
r the east thirty minutes inter
The fcuit of 1. Ga. legos against Es.
I'raln No. 4 pulled In the ilrr.ot nf ti quipula iiaCa. administrator of the esoo'clock, and pulled out fo the east tate of M. nrtiz. to collect a promislust as train No. 10 arrived here from sory note for lioo, resulted in a verdict of the Jury for the defendant.
El Paso, at 6:30 a. m.
F. H. Lester represented the plaintiff
According to a renort mrpiv.i
last night a freight train was derailed and Klock & owen the defendant.
between Las Vegas and La Junta, de. The case was tried Saturday.
laying No. k several hour.
No. 9 is
t
me uin :4a o clock p. m., and pulled . fculcrib? for The ( itleu unil
H
in at 5 o'clock this mornlr,
7. due
o'clocl-"ea- '
M MM
OI), (ol.lt P.OOT I5EEI
un time.
i
J' " VJ 0 H rL
FE

... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

r

There will be a regular re V eW of
Alamo hive No. 1, L. O. T. M., at Odd
Fellows' hall tomorrow, at 2 n. m..
promptly.
Initiation and refresh- -

6

SMALL WRECKS
ON THE SANTA

ALBERT FABER'S

le

sliver

Metal Market.
New York, May 211. Lend dull
6.05; copper dull 24.75 125.50;.
St. Louis.
16.30.

Expert From Eastern Factories!

mer-antl-

PORCH SHADES

1

New York. Mav 20.

i

shades

X

138S,

iMoi-igag-

Mod ComforUbU PUc
ia Uia Hou.n

Mft

-

127 ',4

Summary cf Conditions.
Tm ,ton m:ir.
ket closed.
Commissioner of Coiioiation
Is
sues second report In regard to position of Standard Oil I'liniliiiDV- In
petroleum industry.
liiooKlyn liilon Elevated nml V;..
sau Electric Subsidiary of the lirook- will
io itapiu on Transit
authorize
or llrooklvn
oenair
I'liion Elevated for twenlv million
dollars and one on behalf "of Nassau
Elect rict for five million dollars.
weather conditions unfavornbio t
crop In Kansas.
Gross earnings of fifteen miirm,.u
for second week of Mav show Inl
crease of 22.77 per cent.
twenty active railroads declined
6
tier cent.
Twelve industrials declined S
cent.

"Th

' tiJ....

Tin-

234

Greene Cananea
Shannon
lsti
Cupper Range
Sl
North Rutte
s!l
oc
nutte Coal
Old Dominion
51
Santa Fe Copper
3
,n
Helvetia
Calumet and Arizona
..172
Sales to noon 29J.H00 shares.
Money, 2 'i per cent.

New

WW

A

54
65
1974

I nion Pacific
1". S. S. com
I'S. S. pfd

will give
reetfoi
retreat on the hottest daya,
practically adding another
room to jonr home and
that room the moiit comfsr-tabl- e,
serviceable room of
all.
Call and see onr stock
Vudor

you a cool,

I

122
35 H
87 K
61 H
95
56
1T0
29 Vi
10 7g
35

Kansas city Livestock.
Kansas Oily. Mav 20. Cattle re- CiptS S.000.
...
Mlll-kfytr..n
higher. Southern steers x r.rift, r. insouthern cows 13.001 4.25;
and feeders 13.50 T( 5.1 0 ; bulls stockers
t3.25r
4.bu; calves 1 3.25 i 5.75 :
steers $4.25 ii 5.10; western fed cows
i.oo 4.75.
heep
receipts
S.O0O.
steady. Muttons $5.25 i .?: Market
lambs
17.00, K. 40; range wethers 15.00c
"0; fed ewes 14.75 6.50.
Tf,
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Names In Bottle Dated Six
Days After Little Fellow
Disappeared From Home.

ar

"
$

Cool

Hover. Pel., May 20. When the
coroner s Jury assembled to begin lis
investigation
Into the mysterious
death of Horace Marvin, Jr., Robert
O. P. Wilson, one of the Jurors, reported an unusual discovery made by
him when, In company with several
others, he visited the place where the
boy's body had been found.
Desiring to obtain a sample of the
water, In order to ascertain if It were
fresh or salt, this being considered
Important In connection with the
matter of the condition of the bov's
body, he looked for a wTTlsky bottle
which he remembered having seen In
tne pond On Sunday, My 12.
He
found the bottle, and on' opening K
was
there
found inside a piece of
paper on which was written these
names:
"James Sylvester, John Rum. John
Robert Pusswaters.
March
to. 1907.
boy
The
disappeared
011
L LIFE
E Mr. Wilson turned the bottleMarch It4
and
contents over to Attorney General
tticnards and the latter will Invest!
gate.
OUSTS PRESIDENT
For reasons which the nnthnrltie
have not made known Ihe Inquest la
neing neid behind closed doors.
At
torney General Richards Is looking
Hiier ine interests of the state.
Among the witnesses before the
Jury were Dr. Horace N. Marvin, the
father of the boy; Ollle Pleasanton, a
wno round the bodv; Jos,
Archibald C. Haynes Will Sue neiKiiuor.
Webb, colored, a farm hand on Dr,
.Marvin s place ,and several
other
ceed to Place-Chan- ge
neighbors, hut the nature of their
testimony could not be learned.
Is known, however, that none of the
Result of Fraud.
testimony tended to reveal the mys
tery or now the little Marvin boy
New "iork. May 20. The Herald value 10 nis oeain.
says Frederick A. Burnham, prcsl
dent of the Mutual Life Reserve In NEW TROOPS
TOR
surance company, has been asked bv
the board of directors to present his
resignation not later than Wednesday
of this week, and that Archibald C.
FORT APACHE
Haynes will be elected in his place.
The action Is said to be the result
roop K. Fifth United States Cavof the conviction of President liurn-ham- 's
brother, George llurnham, of alry, passed through Albuquerque this
10..1 inns en route to Kort
Apache,
fraud and forgery In connection with Arizona,
from Fort DuChesno rish
the company.
w here it has
been stationed for nearly
a year. Troop F Is composed
of forty-fiv- e
enlisted men and officers and Is
unuer the command of Lieutenant T.
A. Rothwell. The troopers arrived In
a special train of one Pullman
sleeper, a baggage car, four horse cars and
una subsistence car.
"We left Fort Du Chesne last Tuesday, said Lieutenant Rothwell, "and
Regular meeting of Knights of marched to the nearest railroad station, sixty miles away, and since then
Pythias tonight.
have bee,i drifting along. At the
There will be a regular meeting of we
r
ie we are traveling we should ar
tne city lathers tonight.
rive at Holbrook. Arizona WerinecWJustice of the Peace George Craig when we take another long march to
Is
celebrating
his twenty-sevent- h
Apacne. we succeed Troop E at
oirtnuay anniversary today.
iiiml siaiion.
A regular meeting of the Fraternal
Brotherhood will be held tonight at WRKCK IX GLOIU.IA IVJI-IIF-rms nan. initiation w be In or
I KVHY-NII'KKNOXK
der.
Macon, On., May 20. A
All KniKhts of Pvthlas iire remiest- - nam 00 me t.ieorgia central railway
ed to be at the K. of P. hall tonight.
a.-wrei-Kemi HV
at u l,nrn
Work In third rank. 1!. K. Adams K
miles north of here. Twentv-n- l
of R. and S.
persons were
liitnred nnno
ot,.iu.
One hundred teams and a number Two coaches overturned and the esof men are at work grading for the cape from death of passengers was
new tie pickling plant which is to be io item oils.
Installed Just south of Albuquerque.
A complaint was sworn out this
mo,.ning by Mrs. Guadaloupe Argon
against Rufugio Aiicdomlo, whom
seh charged with assaulting her yes- -

The following quotations were received by F. J. Graf & Co., brokers,
over their own private wires from
New York. Room 37, Barnett building, Albuquerque, N. M.:

Office Chief Quartermaster. Denver,
Chicago Livestock.
Colo.. May 20, 1H07. Sealed proposals
Chicago. Mav 20 Cutttu m..oi..i
in triplicate, subject to usual cundi
25,00.
strong to ten cents
tlons, will be received here and at higher. Market
Reeves
301 6.50; cows
oofllce of Post Quartermaster
until l.U'in4.o; heifersJ4.12.70
5.40; cal11 a. m., May 31, 1H07. for furnishing
ves ! 4.5 01 6,1111; K
t
steers
at Fort Wingate. N. At., one million la. 451 K. 50; poor to medium
ti'far.,
pounds of oats, during the fiscal year
feeders 1290 (
r't',1' Ht"vki'--

enumg June 30, 1H08. Proposals for
quantities less than the whole re
quired, or for delivery at points other
man tne one named, will be enter
tained. I . S. resurves the right to
accept or reject any or all bids, or
any part thereof. Information furnished on application here or at office
of Post Quartermaster.
Envelopes
to be marked "Proposals for Oats at
Wingate.'' C. A. H. McCAL'LEY
Chief Q. M.
VAWS NEW im'NTAIX roi:
HEAL COLD DKINKK.

TLE MARVIN BOY

am

I

Make Your
Hot Porch

The Woman's Chri'!nn Tempcr- nnce i iimn or
.M.xno will hold
us annual meeting net fall In Albu
querque.
was decided at the
ihis
mm-yemeeting of the executive
noaril. which met Saturday afternoon
with Mrs. Leaning, of East Railroad
avenue. The meeting was called to
order by Mrs. S. C. .Nutter, territorial
superintendent. The devotional serv
ices were conducted by Mrs. Heald,
miierinienueni oi evangelistic work.
Reports from different branches of
tne .ew Mexico branch were read.
J"',
f
ond Las
T? ,Sh ' "
"
VT.,
"V"'to m"
Inau
gurate medal contests. The broirrnm
committee, which Is to take care of
arrangements and the program for
tne meeting, is made up as follows
Airs,
Mrs. Wilson, Mrs. Pitt
itoss and Mrs. George Leaning

MARKETS

New York Stocks.
October cotton
Amalgamated Copper
American Sugar
American Smelters
American Cur Foundry
Atchison
Anaconda
Baltimore and Ohio
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
Canadian Pacliic
Colorado Fuel
Chicago Great AVestern com
Oheasepeake and Ohio
Erie com
Erie first preferred
G. N. Ore Ctfs
Mexican Central
Missouri Pacific
National Lead
National Lead
New York Central
Northern Pacillc
Ontario and Western
Pennsylvania
Reading com
Rock Island com
Southern Pacific

-

LIT-

DIED

Hunter Says the Tres Her. Banks of Brush and Sand Date Set for Fair
manos Company Is Doing
Bags Seem Secure-Mo- re
Committee
Things at Golden.
Labor Is Employed.
Appointed.

merry-go-roun-

The body of Herbert O. Reynolds,
who died here Friday, will be taken
to the old home In Guelph, Ontario,

OFFICIALS
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Do You Need

Maker of

Men's Fine Clothing
N. T. Armijo

Building.

Lawn Mowers, Garden Rakes and
Hoes, Rubber Hose, Cotton Hose.

Room 7.

TRY US

The Albuquerque

BEST OF QUALITIES

Hatters
Hats (leaned and Docked In
any Stjlc I'miania a Sx-clu-lty
Clothing
steam
Cleaned and Pressed.
Orders Attended
to
Promptly.
Ex-it'f- cs

Corner

J. KORBER & CO.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. N.

MATTIJUCC1
I1rt

clans fchoeinaker ami repairJust received Jdiiiwnt of new

er.
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212
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& Cold Ave.
3rd St.Phone
580.
.

RIGHT PRICES

St

NORTH

SECOND

ST.

wjkjm.mmj9umj9um

Highland Livery
Saddle horses a specialty. lies
drivers In the city. Proprietors ef
"Sadie," the picnic wagon.
lIlMBliOOK BROS.

MONDAY,

AGE SIX.

THE RESCUE OF FAIR INDIANA

ooooKootoooo
8

Piomeer Days of

9

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

Tona&stone, Arizona

8

for
f"H
- latter,

(From the rhoonix R'pub'.loan.)

anyone

ol

I?

Comtek,

the nvwt

in

a

Hi-

pioneer

char- - l"

."

'

a daiiprou..

actors In the territory w.i In lMn?- Mr. Comstoi k was In Alaska more
Tlx recently. Mr. Comstock was pro- than forty years ago and after that
prletor of the Grand Centrul hotel
years In Montana,
pal- t Tombstone In the earliet and
days of that greatest, of ramps
In Its time and was one of the fairr.
and most daring of gamblers until
Industry was suppressed by law.
An old acquainence stared In his
that he wat possessed of a
greater fund of thrilling stories of Ar- Uona than anv other man now living
in ih tArrltnrv He .nil that be was
tf)w!se,l of one such story which
had earned for him the reputation ter-ofbeing the champl m liar of the

capital and surplus. $.00,000

he resided for
va. la and Callflrnia until he came to
Tombstone. He said that he had
read in the magazines of the rcgener-tha- t
latlon of Tombstone. The articles had
made more Interesting by
l'----

ritorv until he had related all the
circumstances of it. He said he had
once seen a man who had been dead
hours sit down on aj
for twenty-fou- r
etool and pose for his photograph,
The photograph, by the way, was
still living In
taken by"andH. Huehmau
still engaged In the busiTucson,
ness of making photographs.
It came about In this way: Along1
In the early seventies one Uraassel- ton said by some to be the original
highw iivman In Ariz na was killed In
of Tucson. His back was rilled with
a fight with officers a few miles out
of Tucson. His back was Hilled with
buckshot and one shot entered his
The
face at the pase of the nose.
body of the bandit was taken to Tuc-Bo- n
and carried to the court house,
which Is now used for the city hall.
It was w held there for twenty-fou- r to
botirs hen the authorities decided
have a photograph taken for the benefit of Inquiring friends or relatives
who had known Uraiiwelton by some
other name. Mr. Buehman was sent
for and he came with his picture
taking apparatus. The body of the
dead robber was stood up in one corner of the room In front of the camwas
era. While the photographer
adjusting his box, iho crowd was appalled to see a movement of the
corpse. Though the feet remained in
on the floor the body
their posltioln down,
relaxed. It was
eauk slowly
thought by the extreme heat of the
thought
who
day. A bystander
quickly seized a stool and placed It
behind the corpse which continued
to unbend until it came to the stool
upon which It sat rather awkwardly,
much like a man not In full possesbut
sion of his psyslcal faculties,
without any assistance. It .then re- mained stationary and in that shape
the picture was taken.
Mr. Comstock is a New Englander.
hi 1:.S.
He landed at .San Fran.:U
little more than a boy. by the way of
the Straits of Magellan though he
had already seen much of the world.
In those days there were no reform
schools and w hen a boy proved Incorrigible he was sent to sea. usually
with some formality. The selectmen
of the town passed upon the degree
of his incorrigibility and the length
of his voyage was thereby deter
a
mined. Some times he was sent
vessel for a short voyage, but if he
he
obstreperous
was extraordinary
was sent ns far as the East Indies.
regMr. Comstock, however, was not
ularly committed but shipped of his
own accord after having been unable to agree with the foreman of the
carding room of a factory who had
on the ships.
Insisted on "belting-The body was. given lessons in human
conduct at the point of a pair of
beavv sea boots or at the roue's end.
He returned from the voyage either

j

trlbutlng the more orderly conditions
to the bravery of some single man or
group of men. For Instance. Uie
with having
Karps are credltted
brought order out of lawless chaos.
It was not so, said Mr. Comstock;
the peaceful orderly citizens themselves had done it and he added;
'The most violent, daring, lawless
element that ever existed in any
place nlwavs proved as fragile as an
egg shell when the quiet property
owners of the community rose to the
He said: "Take
.nr.iort ,.f the
Dodne Cltv or Abilene: we are told
that they were made safe places to
The
live by some fearless marshal.
marshal who was generally a killer
and bad man himself may have made
thinus a little better by killing some
other bad man but that made the
community no safer. It was only
when the peaceful taxpayers rose up
behind the law and the community
became really safe. Then all the
bad men hunted new fields."
So It was In Tombstone, with the
Rams on one side and their enemies
Things grew so bad
on the other.
that a meeting whs held by the
peaceful element for the purpose of
oiuanizliiK a vigilance committee to
visit nunishment on all offenders.
Mr. Comstock said he opposed thb
move and told the meeting that law
and order must prevail at some time
in the history of every community
and the sooner its prevalence was ef
In his wide ex
fected the better.
perience In Montana he had never
organization
known a vlgalantes
which did not Itself become criminal
and have to be extinguished. This
view of the case prevailed; the peo
ple decreed that the laws should be
enforced and they were enforced
without trouble or bloodshed be
cause the lawless knew that the end
was at hand and yielded without a
struggle.

j
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(From the New York Press.)
Many of the wealthy Americans
who have been taking what Is known
cruise" from
as "the millionaires'
New York to Mediterranean and Adriatic norts have been living on sim- nle fare and eschewing various dissi
pations. Several of them agreed that
on the voyage euche should be the
only card game, and the "sessions"
were alternated with lectures. For
talking purposes several learned men
gave their services. An address on a
historical or scientific subject was delivered every night. It was agreed
by the passengers that after expending much energy in seeking recreation in the winter and exhausting
themselves In their efforts to play, a
change was welcome.

health

and strength

Is

proper

Law sou tells all about It In a series of five articles.
written for The Evening Citizen, of which this is the first.
Is
He
editor of the Health Culture Magazine, and an author of note.
He tells cieirly and plainly Just what science has developed on this
C.

subject.
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right ctrcum
Food taken under
st mces and In light quantity sus- most common and the most aestruc-tiv- tains and builds up the body. When
"A man is w hat he e its." excessive In quantity or taken with
Every year we put into our bodies too great haste, it becomes a dan
about one and one-hatons of food gerous poison In the body.
and drink.
If the food be not fully digested, It
It should be remembered that the cannot nourish the body, and what
digestive apparatus of the body is happens Is nothing more or less than
Of all the sins we commit against
ine body, bad eating Is at once the

e.

lf

'

simply a colled tube about 30 feet
long. The stomach is merely a sudden enlargement a kind of pouch
or sac.
As the mass of food taken passes
slowly through this tube, it meets
with the various digestive fluids In
the mouth, the saliva; in the stomach, the. gastric Juice; In the intestines, the several fluids collectively
known km the Intestinal Juice, pancreatic Juice and bile.
Now, it sometimes happens
that
the digestive fluids are deficient In
quantity, The most common reason
for this Is lack of water In the sys- tern. The gastric Juice Is 90 per cent
w ater.
Another1 very common cause of digestive failure is overtaxing of the
stomach and Intestines. This may
be done by overfeeding, too frequent
meals, eating complex and Indigestible foods, and by has'y e.Tlng or
by eating when in a s'.a'.e. of auger,
fatigue or excitement.

starvation. Again, the complex mass
of food that is not digested is In a
warm, moist place,
and In
are Just
constant motion. There
the conditions to induce fermentation, which is only another name for
decomposition.
Now. of all the causes of disease,
rotting food In the stomach or In
testifies is the most common and the
most dangerous. In fact, It Is claim
ed by some competent. phjArtlclajisj
that no dlsea.se would be possible but
for this putrefaction of undigested
food
That many dangerous diseases
come from this cause there Is no
doubt whatever.
In this brief series I shall try to
give plain and practical directions
us to what to eat and how to eat to
get the greatest possible amount of
I shall no
health and strength.
d lubt say some things with w hich
you will not agree. Am I right or
wrong Here's the test: Try It for
a fortnight and nee.
air-tig-

ht

PURELY
VEGETABLE

H

Lived

vl-

III.
the while ambition quickened
s.
in the crafty Innards of ye Sir
and he set his spear upon
the prize of ye kingdom, even upon ye
succession to ye kingship. And there
to kldnapeth most knavishlee ye fair
maid Indiana and maketh her captive in his tower on ye bankes of ye
Wabasshe with many a stout retainer
mil
round about. For
ye fair maid was of royal influence
and greatly esteemed, yet was heart
whole, having not yet met her true
knighte.
And It came to pass that ye Sir
Hyll Tafte. coming home from ye
wars, and eke ye peaces, found his
own desmesne ravaged by the caitiff
Black Knlghte. none other than Sir
Fire Alarum Joe, and had much ado
to put him down, which he did in a
sore Joust, and a grevious bickering it
would have been withal if ye Blacke
Knighte h;ul not layde down.

j

Fair-banke-

man-at-ar-

day afternoon from Hlnman's undertaking parlors, with interment in
Deceased was
the city cemetery.
aged 75 years and had been a resident of Pinos Altos for the last thirty
years, having been engaged in mining and prospecting.
He has been
in ill health for some time and left
Pinos Alton last fall to undemro medi
cal treatment In a hospital at Dallas,
Falling to secure the desired
Texas.
The School of Mines commence relief, he returned
to Silver City
ment ball will be given In the as about five weeks ago and calmly
sembly room of the main building awaited the end which he knew to
next Friday evening. A general In be inevitable.
vitation is extended.
Henry Corn was In Wednesday from
A few days ago George Kichardsou
his sheep ranch north of the Capltan
dropped n chunk of frozen liquid mountains, says the Capltan News.
weighing about 100 pounds on the When questioned as to the effects of
left member of his right pedal or the recent severe weather
on
his
gan.
That s why George w ears ajilock. said that it caught him right
limp. Sierra County Advocate.
in the middle of the lambing season,
and that out of a total of 25,000
Sergeant Robert W. Lewis, of the lambs he lost 1,000. Asked as to the
mounted police force, has returned to losses of other sheep men, he replied
nts home at Socorro from an extend that some lost a larger percent than
he did, while others did not lose so
ed chase after outlaws in the
heavily, but that. In his opinion, the
western part of Socorro county and in Arizona. Sergeant Lewis average loss of lambs In his vicinity
a rely falls to get the man he goes would be about 40 per cent.
When
it is remembered that Lincoln counafter.
ty is a large sheep growing county,
Messrs. Kelly, Jlamage and Stev it will easily be seen that the loss is
ens, the latter in charge of the curio little short of a calamity.
department on the Santa Fe limited
trains, made a visit to the newly dls- - OTI1KO (OI XTV
CATTLE SIIII'MEXTS.
overed copper country on the Grand
Canyon branch last week.
From Hneneo station, on Saturday.
They
May
1S2
sold
11. H. L. Newman
think that the richness of this dishea'd to Wilson & Hall, of Pueblo,
overy Is very much exaggerated.
Colo.
From the same station, W. X. Fleck
W. It. Casey, a cattleman, whose
ranch is about sixty miles south of sold to Wilson & Hall 315 head of
holding
Carlsbad, has been
a herd of steers on the llth of May.
170 cattle near the stock pens for alFrom Ancho station on Monday.
most a month, waiting for cars In May 13, W. C. McDonald sold 549
which to ship them to northern pas- heifer yearlings, the Kansas City
tures, says the Carlsbad Argus. The Live Stock company being the buyers.
d
for transportation faciliThis shipment went to Kensington,
ties arrived Tuesday, and the cattle Kan.
The same parties purchased
were loaded out In two trains
1x0 head of cows of the McDonald
company, which went to Hatesvllle,
Kan.
Patrick I)ilgan. who has been em
Ancho station on the llth
ployed In the store of Palmer Ketner W.From
C. McDonald sold 2.425 head of
years,
some
bought
an
interhas
lor
steers to the
two and
est in the J. M. Carmen store and American
and Loan company,
will begin bis duties in connection which wereStock
Denver?
to
shipped
with his partnership the first of the
Ancho station on the llth
month, says the Gallup Republican. theFrom
Bros, shipped 179 head of
His place at the Ketner store will cows Wayne
to Toronto. Kan.
be taken by John Gallno. Mr. iHigan
has lived in Gallup since he was a
boy and is well known, and enters in
to the business Held with the best
wishes of many friends. The transac
tion was tlrst made known Wednes
day when it was announced by Mr.
Ougan. He will take an active part
In the store work.
Ed. Coe. manager of the Glencoe
fruit farm in Lincoln county, market- close to .'&u,i)UU pounds or apples
last year, besides good L'lops of other
fruits. This year, he stated, half a
dozen bushels of apples will be the
limit, and no other fruit except
gooseberries. The same may be said
of all fruit growers in the county.
The fruit crop throughout the terri
tory and east to Missouri will be ex
ceptionally bhort.
March 15, 1907
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Fred Fornoff. captain of the New
mounted police, was in
last Saturday and was Introduced to many citizens by W. K.
Dudley .also a member of the mount
ed police, says the Otero County Ad
as called to
vertiser. Mr. Fornoff
Lincoln county to take the duties of
the sheriff of that county who was
temporarily deposed from office for
intoxication. The probability is that
the sheriff of that county will be permanently removed owing to the reflection on him for the escape of
Kntello, the condemned murderer. It
Is stated that the sheriff has haid a
number of times that he would never
hang the man.
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Saats Fe Railway Company
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An Essential Thing

Rhea Bros., for the Felix Cattle
company, will ship 850 head of four
steers in a few
anad
days.
TR1-BULL-

IS
Ol

And there are many in the management of a bank, is the personal, painstaking care of iis
Recognizing this reofficers.
sponsibility, the officers of this
institution keep themselves in
touch with every important detail of the business. And the
outcome ? A generous and a
steadily increasing patronage.
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From the Mining World.
Smelting and DeThe
velopment company is rapidly developing Its Kelly mine and Its new
working shaft Is down
to a depth of over 400 feet, progressing at the rate of from 60 to 75 feet a
month. The shaft is expected to reach
the 1,000 level before the end of the
year.
Vnder the direction of Samuel W.
Traylor. of the Traylor Engineering
Company, New York, builders of the
power plant,
machinery, a
has been erected at this shaft. The
concentrating plant under construction by the same company has been
more than half completed. Tho engineering work on the oxide plant
has been finished and orders have
been placed for a large portion of the
machinery and materials used In its
construction.
Tho Kelly district Is rapidly forging
to the front as a producer of zinc,
copper anil lead. The Kelly mine of
company Is representthe
ed by Mr. Travior, its consulting and
directing engineer, as having in sight
practically half a million tons of marketable ore. This he says will be Increased by the end of the year to over
Recent development
1.000,000 tons.
work shows an additional tonnage ol
development
work to
new
in
ore
rich
the extent of 25,000 to 35,000 tons a
month, tne ores nuwiig
gross value of from $50 to J75 per
ton.
The Graphic mine adjoining the
Kelly mine on the north, shows a 30
years' nupply of ore blocked out. and
thin amount will be largely increased
j by systematic
development

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE

750-hor- se

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
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Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS
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GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
LOOK THE WHOLE
COUNTRY OVER

l

and you will find no better screen
doors than we are offering. They are
Wisconsin white pine, the kind that
will not warp and cheaper than the
Inferior kind.
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put
on and wear away
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s
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A. Hlrshberger. nn old time resident of Rlnos Altos, died at his ijuar- ler In Ibis city ut 10 o'clock Friday,
morning, after a lingering illness of
dropsy. Funeral nervier were held
over the remains at 3 o clock Stur-- I

j

e
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L. B. PUTNEY

Clothier and Furnisher.
Mar.

GRANDE

Corner Third and Marquette
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55.00
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For further particulars see Indiana
dispatches.

Mar.
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NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE,

$115. 00

Vola lii-- s Public itMiiilil.
The following have been appointed
notaries public by Acting Governor
J. W. Ravnol.ls:
F. H. Thompson, f l'oltales. Ro ose
of
veil county; Alan F. Campbell.
unity; James F.
Rosuell. Chaves
f Logan, Quay county;
McFaiiand.
G.ibillo It. II
of M in mo. Torrance
lVndleton,
county; Granville
of
o
Fa inington. San Juan county:
I Hero,
of S.m Rafael. Valencia
county; J. X. Stradl.-x- , of I'uerto.
ijuay county.
i

Then came to ye chivalrous Sir
Hyll Tafte a courier who conveyed
a him the sore straits of ye fair maid
Indiana bottled up in ye tower of Sir
Fairbankes on the Wabasshe. "I!y
my halidome," quoth Sir Tafte,
it
were hot sturt indeed to tnrow ye
harpoon Into ye vatiet Fairbankss
artd rescue ye fair damsel." For
such was ye hunch given Sir Tafte by
ye soverlgn, who told him to go to it,
Inasmuch as ye sovreign had it doped
oute to give ye kingship to Sir Tafte
uiiiin ve tray of silver.
And straightway Sir Tafte threw
the spurs into his caracoling steed
and rode against ye stronghold of
ye Sir Knlghte Fairbankes to uo bat
tie for ye fair maid.

Your Tailor vs.
STATENENT

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

IV.

.

All

II.
And there abode in the realm also
ye courtly Knlghte Sir Hyll Tafte, ii3t
so found of strife as of peace, but
puissant In war withal, so that he
was high In the council of the sove
reign and sent forth to strange
lands and peoples to hand out ye
choice line of commandes of ye mon
arch as the deputy wlelder of ye
Bigge Stick. So that Sir Tafte his
fame grew wide and also his knight
ly fame, anil his advancement was ail
to the merrle, and much.

S S. S. is recoiinizeii everywhere not only as the beat of all blixnl ptiri
fiers and the greatest of all tonics, but the one medicine that can be taken
with absolute safety by everyone. Young or old, those in robust health, or
may use it with the same
those whose systems are delicate and
good results, and finally without f.ir of any unpleasant or injurious after
effects. Next in importance to removing the cause of any disease is the
condition m which the system is left after a course of medical treatment.
Medicines containing mercury, potash or other strong mineral ingredients
often do permanent injury by eating out the delicate lining and tissues of
the Stomach, producing chronic Dyspepsia, unfavorably atlccling the bowels
and so deranging the system otherw.s.?, that even if the original disease had
been removed from the svstem it is left in such a weakened and deranged
condition that the health is permanently impaired. S. S. S. enjoys the dis
tinction of being theonly blood medicine on the market that docs not contain
a mineral mgredientof some kind. It is maieentirclvol the healing, cleans
ing extracts and juices of roots, herbs and harks gathered directly from the
forests and fields of nature, tinker our own supervision, aim when they reach
contain all their origin il valuable tonic and blixxl purifying
our laboratory
orom-rties- .
for proof that S. S S. contains a
We o:Ier a rew.iri of i
particle of mineral in any form, lleiug made entirely from these vegetable
ingredients ,S. S. S. is absolutely harmless to the systciu. and while curing
disease adds health and strength to every part of the body, S S. S. cures
Rheumatism, Catarrh, Sorofula, Sores and ('leers, Ski t Uiscases, Contaji iu
Jllood I'oison, and all ot!:--- b! o 1 tr m.Mcs by rem ing the cause ana
qualities.
and strciigth-proJucini- r
the circulation with lieaKh-srivinTHE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. CA.
g
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there by the reaches of the
af
VVul.nuuha a u t j
L'nlol.l.i
Sir Fairbanks, of goodly prowess
and much worldly goods. And eke
by his arts he had won much advancement, ho that it came to pass
that he was vice regent of ye lande.
Ami all the barons did him great
homage, inasmuch as ye barons held
the lande in bondage and profited
much by the rede of Sir Fairbankes.
For ye Fairbankes was a foxy old
guy; and that Is no Idle dreame.
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Dr. W.

Mans and Unurpit

DEPOSITS

OFFICER3 AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna. President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell,
Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.
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Extends to Depositor Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts- - Capital, 1160,000.00.
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
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Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Rooting

First and Marqaette

Alfeuqaerqae, New Mexlca
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Boss Has Taken

His Place In Line
For Taft.
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Many Will Leave State
cause of Roosevelt's

Be-

Fence Order.

Begin

Iaramle, Wye,

May

20.

L. L.

Laughlln, of Toltec, manager of the
Toltec Livestock company, which has
large holdings in the northern part
of this co'tnty, in an Interview stated
of the ranchmen in
that
that part of the county were planning to leave the state because of
the. order of President Roosevelt regarding the pulling down of fences
on the public domain.
No special agent of the government
has been in the neighborhood, but
the, ranchmen are removing
fences
for fear of prosecution. Mr. Lough-li- n
states that a living cannot be made
under the conditions which will prevail and he himself will go out of
the business.

As has been customary ever since
the days of the first Sapnlsh
who planted the Cross of
Christ in the valley of the Kio Gran-oand established the old church
edifice extant today in the old town,
saint of
the feast day of the patron Neri,
has
of
the parish, St. Phillipreligious
pomp,
been celebrated with
ceremonv and festivities and this
year In line with others that have
preceded, there will be a grand celebration. The program for the evening and the day will be as follows:
Saturday, May 25th, at 7 p. m.:
ItAILIlOAD NOTES.
Music bv the First Regiment band at
by
salute
park.
Initial
Old
Town
the
Arthur Smith, formerly freight inColonel Kulz' battery and illuminai spector
in Albuquerque,
has been
tion of the Cathedral.
7:30 p. m.: Solemn high vespers transferred to San Francisco.
one-fvur- th

conquls-tadore-

f,

e.

and benediction.
Sunday morning at 5 a. m.: Salvos
Opening of the grand
of artillery.
feast day.
8:30 a. m.: Music by the band at
the park.
9:30 a. m.: Solemn high mass and
by Kev.
of St. Phillip
Panegyric
Father F. Tommassint.
1 p. m.
Concert by the band begins at the park. Between that hour
and 4 p. m. there will be several Interesting features ta while away the
time until the grand religious procession. Climbing of the greased pole,
greased pig, foot races, sack races,
wheelbarrow races, pulling the rooster
on
horseback,
and various other
games which have been prepared.
will Issue
4
p.
procession
m.
the
At
from the Cathedral with the image of
St. Phillip, followed by priests and
religious societies in full regalia,
bearing banners, streamers and other
adornments, and headed by the band,
the procession will march through
the principal streets of the town, returning to the cathedral, where benediction will be said.
At 6:30 p. m. the band will renew
the concert at the park and at 7:30
p. m. there will be religious services
at the church, after which an adbe
dress fitting the occasion will
made by Hon. Elfego Baca.
At the close of the address there
will be a grand display of fireworks.
The committee in charge request
all residents on Railroad avenue west
of Hunlng's and in the plaza to decorate the fronts of their business
places and dwellings, and the committee in charge hereby takes great
pleasure In extending a most cordial
and
invitation to our neighbors
friends in the city of Albuquerque
towns
surrounding
in
and of all the
the county, promising each and every
one a most enjoyable time.
NESTOR MONTOYA.
FLORENCIO ZAMORA.
THOMAS WERNER,
Committee in Charge.
F. II. Oregg Is reported to have

hU position as manager for
the Graphic company, which owns
mining property In the Magdalena
mountains', to give his attention to
his private interests. He will leave
In a few days for a business visit of
considerable length in Mexico.

How Good Food may
Turn to Poison.
Is not digestion, you know,

DECAY

when

It

Senator Clark

Cot

Ills

Will

hot

takes place in the

Food decayed in the body
after being eaten is as dangerous to health
as food decayed before being eaten.
Food nourishes or poisons, just according to hew long it remains in the Bowels
undigf ;te A.
Mcst cf the Digestion occurs in the
thirty feet cf Intestines.
They are lined with a set of little
mouths, that squeeze Digestive Juices into
the Feed eaten.
The Instestines are also lined with millions
of little suction pumps, that draw the Nutriment from Food, as it passes them in going
through.
Eut, when the
are weak,
the Food moves too slowly to stimulate
the little Castric Mouths and there is no
flow or tco little flew cf Digestive Juice,
to change the food into nourishment.
Then, the food decays In the Bowels,
and the little auction pumps draw Poison
from the decayed Food, Into the tlood, Instead of the Nutrition they should have
drawn.
Bowel-Muscl-

Now, Cascaretl Contain the only combination cf drug that Stimulates theee
Muscles cf the Bowels and Intestines )ubI
Exercise, stimas a Cold Bath, or cpen-ai- r
ulates a Lazy Man.
Cascarets therefore act like Exercise.
Thty produce the same sort cf Natural
reiu'.t that a Six Mile walk in the country
would produce without any injurious Chemical effect.
The Vest Pocket Cascaret Box is sold
by all Druggists at Ten Cents.
Ee sure you get the genu ne. rr.aJe cr.'y
by the Sterling Remedy Company, and
never sold in bulk. Every tablet starrped
CCC."

'

Native section hands on the Southern Pacific In western Arizona are
all quitting and going to work on the
dam above Tuma, as the government
pays better wages than the railroad
company.
company
The railroad
pays $1.2.ri a day and the government
pays $1.75.

...

An order has been issued enlarging

Washington. D. C. May 18. That
politics makes strange bedfellows
was aptly illustrated in the stnte of
Ohio during the past week. In the
fall of 105 William Howard Taft,
secretary of war, went tQ. Ohio to
make a speech during the progress
of the state campaign. On that occasion Mr. Taft said:
"If I thought that by speaking and
supporting Governor Herrlck I should
be doing anything for the perpetuation of the Cox machine in Cincinnati, or If I thought that Governor
Herrlck had entered Into the corrupt
bargain with which Cox Is charged, I
should not be here. But the truth
is this machine. If it is to be broken, must be broken by the voters
of Cincinnati and Hamilton county
themselves. (Secretary Taft Is a voter In Cincinnati.) It cannot be defeated from the outside.
"If I were able, as I fear I shall
not be, because duty calls me elsewhere, to cast my vote In the coming election, I should vote against
the municipal ticket dominated by
the republican organization."
Governor Herrlck was defeated bv
John W. Pattison, the democratic
nominee. George B. Cox was temporarily dethroned as boss In Cincinnati. He swore vengeance on Secretary Taft. But now he has taken
his place on what appears to him to
be the
He has been
converted from a Taft hater into a
Taft enthusiast, and Is expected to
beat the toms toms for the big secretary from now on until the meeting of the republican national convention.
band-wago-

n.

Senator Peffer.

If

you visit the library of congress
today, tomorrow or any other day In
the week, you will find there a tall,

the opportunities of the Pennsylvania
railroad telegraphers for traveling nttentuated citizen, with a long,
free of charge at the expense of their flowing black beard, streaked with
employers, and many of the oldest gray, poring over old
parchemployes soon will be in possession ments and books. Herecords,
a
looks
of annual passes, good for themselves patriarch of old. gaunt, lean,likeand
and wives over any portion of the silent. Reference Is made to the erstsystem within the state. Those who while volcano of Populism, William
will get such passes must have served A. 1'erter, rormerly a senator from
the company eighteen years.
Bert Long, who for a long time was!
cashier at the Santa Rosa depot, for
the two railroads and afterwards was
employed by Moise Bros., as their
bookkeeper, left Friday
night for
Liberal. Kansas. He takes a position
with the Rock Island as chief clerk
at that place. Much to the regret of
their many friends ln Santa Rosa, tne
family will soon follow and we will
know them no more. May prosperity
attend them.
Roy Bennett, aged 12, had his right
arm shot off last Monday, says the
Winslow Mail.
He was out rabbit
hunting and while climbing a fence
at the stock yards, the gun was discharged tearing away the right forearm, between the wrist and elbow.
The arm was amputated by Dr. Hathaway. Roy is the son of W. J. Bennett, a machinist at the Santa Fe
shops. Both the father and mother
were away visiting at the time of the
accident. The physician says the boy
showed remarkable pluck while undergoing the operation.

Ii

SI En I'Oll
VIOLATION OF STOCK LAW
Tulsa. 1. T.. May 20. For violation
of the federal law relating to cruelty
to animals, the I'nited States has filed
suit in the federal court against the

FRISCO

We're Always

Frisco railroad. The government alleges in its pttition that two car loads
of cattle shipped from a point ln
Texas to Sapuln, I. T., were kept without food or water for thirty-si- x
hours
and sixteen minutes. The penalty prea
thaii
scribed is fine of not less
$100
nor more than $500.

Clianilicrla ill's Colic. Cholera ttao
Diarrhoea Remedy.
There is probably no meduMr.
made that is relied upon with more
Implicit confidence than Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Dianhoe.
Remedy. During the third of a cen
tury ln which it has been in use, people have learned that it is the one
remedy that never fails. When reduced with water and sweetened It Is
pleasant to take. For sale by al
druggists.

Kansas, now a resident of the District
1 1
Of fnlliTntkiu
has llra1 In WaBh
ins-in!mnt pnntlmmn.lv
hi.
term In the senate expired, and he
heeds not the call of politicians out
)n Kansas.
Mr. Peffer no longer has
any use for Populism.
The chief
reason Is that he Is no longer a ponu
list.
Like Marion Butler, of North
Carolina, who was chairman of the
people's pnrty in 1S96 and the fiery
and untamed Pettlgrew
of
South
Dakota, who has belonged to every
old party that has been organized
In the I'nited States ln the past fifteen years. Peffer Is now a republican. He Is a Roosevelt republican,
like Marlon Butler, but unlike Rlch-ur- d
Pettibone Pettlgrew.
Peffer formally anounced a year or
so ago that the populist party had
performed the service for which
was Intended, and that as long as the
republicans accepted the Roosevelt
policies he would
with the
president's
party. Peffer Is
a salary from the I'nited
States senate of which body he was
for six years a picturesque' member.
He Is Indexing the reports of congress for the senate, for which work
he Is receiving what most populists
would regard as a princely salary.
He lias been working on this Job
for four years, and there Is enough
of it to keep him going for years to
come.
Peffer is perfectly happy In
his present employment, and the luxuriant whiskers that urought his
fame are as long as and as luxurious
as they were when whiskers were
the symbol painted on all populist
banners.
How

(lurk tint Ills

A,
3 .

iM.fev''M!i

ENDEAVOlt to conduct our business
Rule plan. We
a
satislv
and
that
fn
be as represented.
cause
that
to think
of us and make this
Clothing
store. We
a
Clothing that
not make
us ashamed to look
square
the
the
next time we meet
We never advertise
"$30.00 Suits at
or
Best Clothing
the world the cost of the buttons."
Every patron of this store
receive a
factory measure of value
his
backed
by our
guarantee of
back, you
want
do business
the square.

the

WI.

Visit Missouri.

on
on Saturday and Continue
Over Sunday-Progra- m.

Ceremonies

How

GROWERS

Ut

NERI

faithfully the service for which lTnile;
Sum paid hltn.
With the money he made out of!
this contract Clark started a small'
bunk at Peer Lodge, in juirtnershlp
with one Larrabee. w h.i for a long
time was the rich member of the
firm. Clark miide u mhhII loan to
the miner of Butte, who was possess- -'
ed of the Idea that minimis were
to be dug out of the b.ud mountains
In that region In the form of gold or
other precious metals. The borrower became dlsheatened and left the
country, thus throwing into Clark's
E
bands a strip of mountain that seemon
ed utterly barren of nil forms of
Uolden
give
Man
wealth. Hesitating at first, he risked a little more of his hard earned
Clothiner
will
him
nrnvo
hoardings In prospectlnc the property that had been so suddenly thrust
Clothing,
will
him
upon him. It was not long before
'
well
his
his prospector's pick vns sunk Into
one of the richest bodirs of copper
give Man
will
thus far discovered on the face of the
globe. While Clark has made most
him
in
face
of his money out of thl mine he has
him.
large Investments In other properties.
He built a railroad connecting Salt
$4.09"
"The
in
Lake with Los Angeles, and the line
Is one of many now coltrolled by E.
at,
H. Harrlman of New York.
will
satisChief rorostcr.
money,
for
Clifford Plnchot is the chief forester of the government. Ho Is the man
iron-cla- d
"Money
if
who taught President Koosevelt the
scientific use of the axe. He Is the
it."
We
on
mnn whom Pete, the white house hull
dog, chased all over the lot the other
day, Plnchot finding It necessary to
go over a fence to prevent Pete from
feeding on his well developed pedal
extremities. Mr. Plnchot Is about to
take a trip down the Missouri river
that Is bound to attract a great deal
of attention. Sometime ago Mr. Plnfor
chot and Senator Warren asked the
Inland Waterway commission to Inspect the Missouri, but that body
said It did not have the time to do
t,
so. "I'll do It myself," said Mr.
"and place the results before
folks.
your honorable body In the form of Are You niirrMAnc
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
Sure Your Kidneys are Well?
a. report."
Plnchot has gone west, to ; jwany rneumatic attacks are due
to
do some '""""'jr Y,orJ ln Montana. uric ncld In the blood. But the duty
LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND
When he
will hire a or
Kidneys Is to remove all urlo
steam launch, and sail up and down acidtne
TRANSFER STABLES.
blood. Its presence there
from
the
the Missouri, and expects to be able shows the kidneys are inactive. Don't
to report to the Inland Waterways dally with "uric acid solvents." You Horses and Mules Bought and Excommission
that the government might go on
changed.
doomsday with them,
would be justified In spending a large but until youtillcure the kidneys
you
sum for the improvement of the his- will never get well. Doan's Kidney BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE C1TT
toric stream.
Pills not only remove uric acid, but Second Street, between Railroad and
cure the kidneys and then all danger
Copper Avenue.
My Best Friend.
from uric acid Is ended.
Alexander Benton who lives 01
Anselmo Armijo, living at 121 Cer-rillstreet, Santa Fe, N. M., says:
Rural Route 1, Fort Edward, X. 7.
says: "Dr. King's New Discovery I. "For several years my wife suffered a
my best earthly friend. It cured in great deal from backache, pain In
of asthma six years ago. It has also the back of her head and rheumatism.
DEVOES READY PAINT
performed a wonderful cure of in Medicines that she used proved of lit
cipient consumption for my son's He or no avail until she commenced One Gallon Covers 600 Square Feet
wife. The first bottle ended the ter wlth Doiin's Kidney Pills, which we
PALMETTO IIOOF PAINT
rlble rough, and this accomplished had the good fortune to learn of and
Stops Leaks, Lasts Five Years.
a box at Ireland's Pharthe other symptoms left one by one procured
until she was perfectly well. Dr macy. The genuineness of this mediKing's New Discovery power ovei cine as a cure for the kidneys was
408 Wtst RallroMd AvtDu
coughs and colds is simply marvel amply proven in her case. After using
boxes she was a well woman and
ous." No other remedy has eve five
enjoyed good health ever since.
equalled It. Fully guaranteed by al has
this statement unsolicited bedruggists. 50c and $1.00. Trial bot Iingmake
prompted to do so that I may
tie free.
my
appreciation of this remedy,
show
o- Doan's Kidney Pills."
A Narrow Ksoape.
For sale by all deallers. Price FiOc
G. W. Cloyd, a merchant, of Plunk. Foster-Milburn
Y.,
N.
Mo had a narrow escape four year,
tnVWlt.d Stat
Remember the name Doan's and
his thumb. He ays:J,",r.Ii
"The oaidoctor itake I10 olher
M9.
wanted to amputate It but I would
n
not consent. I bought a box of Buck TIIK COLOKAOO NATIONAL CO.
11ns Arnica Salve and that cured the
LI FE ASSURANCE SOCIETY.
dangerous wound." 25c at all drug
"An old line" Insurance company,
gists.
with ample capital, solid, conservao
tive, progressive. Writes liberal conTo Chicken renters.
tracts of Insurance and investment.
' "ng good
Mausard's Mills are
Prewltt & Prewitt, Managers, Comwheat at 11.40 per 100 lbs.
mercial Club building.

w

Cir. Coal and Second
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ON THE SQUARE!

BAND

WAGON

20c per yd. up.
V

CITiZEN.

i

Large assortment of
China and Jap Mattings from
i

ON

GETS

ETTNTNG

rtJI

'

MAM
DELL
Agent
the

WASHINGTON CLOTHING.

'

-

Washington
Fashioned Apparel

None Better.

,

a.Mmeroa

Mt

Pln-cbo-

For stomach troubles, biliousness
and constipation try Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tablets. Many
remarkable cures have been effected
by them. Price. 25 cents. Samples
tree. For sale by all
dr--gl-

o

Subscribe for The evening Citizen

KILLthe COUCH
no
CURE th

os

Thos. F. Keleher

JAP-A-LA-

;

Nov Discovery
Price
EOcfctl.OO
Fret Trial.

0NSUMPTI0N

FOR

C.

needed

f;

Dr. inn's

WITH

(JOUGHSand
OLDS

Surest and Uuickeat Cure, for all
and LU2TO TROUBLES, or MONET BACK.
THROAT

breaking in

No

LUNC8

MOTT'S

PENNYROYAL

,:

OTT CHEMICAL
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BELEN IS SI MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE,
AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY. GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
,
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
... .
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS. 25x140
FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDB. WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND .PUBLIC PARK A. li GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE. COST-INIH.OOO; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF 1.600 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
BELEN
THE
ESTABLISHMENTS;
MERCANTILE
PATENT ROLLER MILL. CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
DAILY; LAR5e WINERY; THREE HOTELS, REN.

M ,

DON J.RANKIN & CO.

ASIN

O

Automatic Phone 411.
Room 10, N. T. ArmUo BuIIdln
u It binds

A. E. WALKER,

theoct"
riRB
INBURANOm
Secretary
Mutual
Building
The flexible sole Reti Cross
shoe i j c o m
a b le from aTenne.Office at 217 West
'he start.
with

fort

The burning and aching W.-- E.
:aused by stiff soles and the
pvils of thin soles are prevented by the Red Cross. It
with Raube and Mauger
'
Office, lis North Flrrt BC
enables a woman to be on her
ALBUQCERQUK, N. If.
Feet for hours at a time with
comfort.
rori a am adi
Dealera In Groceries, Provision, Ua
A stylish

VJOOL

And All This Week
The Manhattan Musical Comedv Co.

shoe

Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wlnea Liquor
ana cigari. Place your orderafo
this line with us.
NORTH TH T.D BT.

that's

absolutely
comfortable

IN"

The Telephone Girl
I'r

J tea

THIRD STREET

Meat Market

'I'O LAUUH

All Kinds of

A Great Show
With Sixteen Musical Numbers

Nt. Si, Kid Crcu
fount Cell B.'iuitr,

Admission

35c.

IP

$4.00

Children 25c.

Let us fit you,

No Reserved Seats

Fresh and Salt 11a
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMTL KUEYWORT
Masonic Bulldlnr. North Third Btraf

)xfords,

ligh Shoes,

WM. CHAPLIN
121

COME

estimated.
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TO BELEN, N. M,

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

G

Staurants, etc. belen is the largest
ping point for wool, flour. wheat. wine,
beans and hay in central new mexico. its
importance as a great commercial railroad city in the near future can not be

Railroad Avaaua

O. A. SLEYSTER
INSURANCE. REAL ESTATB
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Rooms 12 and
Albuquerque.

Cromwell Block,
Telephone No. 111.

14

GWe ua your ROUGH DRY work,
Monday, and set It back Wednesday.
Imperial Laundry Co.

.

The Belen Town and
provement Co.
jOHN BECKER,

Pies:

WM. M. BERGER,

Im-

KoaaoaaaaoeKaacao
Kooaotoa)foaaot)oaoac
A Railway

-

Center

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE TlUtOrGn TO BELEN, EAST
AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD.
NEWSPAPER.
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
DEEDS.
PURCHASE
MONET
S
CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE,
ONE-THIR-

TWO-THIRD-

WITH
WITH

MORTGAGE

SECURITY

FOR

ONE YEAR.

t PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.

Sec'yl
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Money.
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LOANS.

Few people know that the enormous fortune amassed by former Senator William A. Chirk, of Montana
was founded on a star route contract.
The Montana Croesus made his first
$5,000 out of a contract for carrying
the mails over a star route established during the time of the star route,
scandals. The route ran from Deer
Ixulge, which was 'hen Clark's home,
to liutte, which at the time was a
struggling mining camp. No scandal attached to the Clark contract,
and the postoffice department records
show that he performed well and
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PILLS
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Jhry ovtrcom WMknm,
fttid ban Into "(taint
mntruy
Thujr ie I.I 1 fti..rr'
tttfrlrifttt womanhood, aitllHg dfr
vcJopmrnt of organ and body.
im'wu rrnifry mr woman
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ficliro Saturday afternoon

PKRSOXAL
PA U All

r.Tiii.i:
ItnvT. v ....
fair tonight
'uth ;ift portl'i

OXFORD TIES

QEO. W. HICKOX

N

MAYNARD

8

Also Some Specially New Designs in Cut Glass

CO.

D

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
The Arch Front
South Second St.
ii

Large Measure
Heavy Weight
Groceri'., Meats, Poultry, Best
Lucca Olive Oil
The Champion

MATTEIJCCI BROS.
W. Tljeras Are.
Prion

622-62- 4

32

1

--

323 W. R.R.Ave.

.

-
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-
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- --
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Thre

tioii'

j

time,
on time.

older

AI.S.

l,:e.

n

S:Ji) p. in.
12:55 a. in.

lui

leiuinrd from

f Stnlu IY, w.n i;i
S. t'lfiifut-KoK- .
Ihuiiif nine ypsterili.y.
t for
Louis Urooks. of this city.
trip t ..'alif'irnla yesterday.
Jame K. tie wis, f Las esa. was
All)U'U'''liu-- ' vl.lt'ir yesterday.
George F. Sloyer, of La. Vega,
npent Sunday In AllU'ier'iue.
expert
O. T. Hrown, the mining
from Socorro, was In the city bus!
lies yesterday.
Mrs. L. J. Rumniel. of thin city. Is
Koina; to Santa Ke today with friends
for a week's visit.
A. I,. Martin and Will Toi torfield,
if this city, went to El 1'aso on Inisl
ness Saturday night.
I'rof. W. D. Sterling, superintend
ent of the AlbuiUeiiUe public cli
In Santa Fe for a week's visit.
Berriabel Martinez and Thomas
Ksouibel, two wealthy natives of I
Joya. Socorro county, are In Alliu
today.
o,ueriU
John W. Sullivan, superintendent ot
the coal properties of the New Mexico
Fuel and Iron company, is in the city
from Hagun, X. M.
George R. Varney, missionary for
the Baptist church, arrived here from
Alamo Saturday and preached yester
day at the Baptist church.
John Tierney, son of Martin Tier
ney, the street commissioner, has re
turned here from Los Angeles, where
he took a course in the Woodbury
Business college.
O. J. Durand, manager of the Ore
cent Lumber company of Deming. X
M.. Is In the city as the guest of 1.
La hue. of the Occidental Life Insur
ance company.
The American Lumber company'
physician at Ketner, tr. H. B. Kauft'
man, who was In Alubuuerque on
professional business, returned to the
woods Saturday night.
Mrs. W. II. Hahn. 914 West Kail
road avenue, gave a party to about
forty xniull children Saturday after
noon In honor of her daughter, Mi:
Adelaide, who was six years old
J. J. Coleman, assistant general
freight agent of the Santa Fe system
In charge or the lumber and coal usee
on the road, was in the city Saturday
air. Coleman s headquarters are In
Chicago.
Miss McGregor and Miss Helihan
two school teachers of tile Albuouer
que public schools, left early Sunday
morning for the City of Mexico
where they will spend their summer
vacation.
Mrs. E. W. Bour. of San Dieg,
Cat, Is the guest in the tdty of Miss
Isabelle Lee, of 313 South Broadway
Mrs. Bour and Mrs. Lee attended th
same seminary in Dixieland year

SI

ago.
W. E. Xeal, general agent of

GO.

THE WAGNER HARDWARE

Plumbers

Co.

Grocery

t'lnlulu:

A

Hand Painted China
The

T-

PUS

iy M.-- ii -- (''iierally
TtH'l.iy
warmer

i;ki

from Uiit'in.
V. I,. Trlmlile
hi trip to (l'ililtn.

Just Now, a Very Choice Assortment of Pickard's

HICKOX-MAYNAR-

- --

1.

No.
No.
No.

We Are Displaying
g

I

tki

For Women, Men and Children

T. Y.

M

I'lilon
panjr
lexas,
where
after.

Tinners

the

Central Life Insurance com
for Arizona, New Mexico and
lias gone to Dallas, Texas,
his headquarters will be here-

Mr. and Mrs.

J. S. McTavlsh, of
Magdalena, were In the city yesterday. Mr. McTavlsh is manager for

Alaska Refrigerators

tlie

Becker-Blackwe-

ll

company, one
companies

of the largest mercantile
in the territory.

Our

Elfego Baca has been employed to
defend Xatividad (Jutierez, one of the
men indicted for the mu,.der of William M. McComber, In 1904, by ths
prisoner's father, w ho is a wealthy
native of this county.
Refrig,.t,Uv.
Moun- Dr. and Mrs. U. M. Oopeland, of
Bennington, Ind., arrived in this city
erators
Saturday night and will visit a
with Bert Copeland, the doctor's
brother. Mr. and Mrs. Copeland are
en
route for California.
is the
Charles Chedister lias disposed of
l
Freezers
most
his interest In the upholstering firm
''v
of llevir & Chedister to Frank Dow-del- i,
complete
1
of this city. Mr. Chedister has
Daven'
i
been appointed as local manager of
in the city
a large upholstering firm in Denver.
Martin Huggelen. who made a fortune at the Grand Canyon In six
Water
months serving steak and eggs and
giving visitors the best possible ac"
commodation when the canyon was
Filters
Coolers
new, Is an Albuquerque visitor.
Mrs. A. C. Burtless. wife of Fire
Chief Burtless, will leave for the east
about June 1. She will spend sev
eral weeks at Toledo, Ohio, her old
home. She expects to be away from
Albuquerque six months.
in
Hose,
airs. E. P. Davis, wife of the cash
Mowers,
Reels,
ier of the Torrance county savings
was taken to the hospital in
bank,
Our
this city Saturday. Mrs. pavls Is suf
ferlng from appendicitis. Her hu- band and Dr. Wilson came here with
the patient.
THE
Charles Carcallen, manager of the
Las Vegas Lumber company, is in the
city for a few days. From here he
will go to Raton to take the management of a large lumber business. In
which J. B. Herndon and other men
of this city are Interested.
RAILROAD AVE.
Mrs. Ross Merrltt, 1114 West
d
road avenue, entertained at
Diamond, Watclie.. Jewelry, Cut f.la. Clocks, Silverware, We Invite
your trade and guarantee A SQUAKL: DKAIj.
NCRSF.
Mrs. A. n. Meyer, 1 South lUrd
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Spring Underwear $1.00

to

$6.00 a Suit

If You Have an Odd Figure,
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NORTH FIRST STREET

HIGH GRADE
ENAMELWARE

LAWN

MOWERS

McCormick Harvesters and Mowers
None Better

IMPORTED MACKEREL
New Mackerel Fresh consignment just received.
Mammoth Bloaters, each, 40c.
Family Size, each, 25c.
Medium Size, each, 15c.
Small Size, each, 10c.

Just what you

Fancy Stock, Nothing
All Imported,
on
the Market.
Finer

want.

Z2,iM

Justwhat you
need.
The Season's Newest
and Latest.
W 6Vta

Ideal Shoe
Store

Owing to our Increased Business we have
found it necessary to move into Larger
Quarters and in the future we will be located at

ot

Is the place for fashionable and timely
footwear.

.s

v

High Grade Shoes

502 West Railroad Ave.

Our Specialty

Where we will be glad to serve the public
ot
ot
ot
as in the past

The IDEAL SHOE STORES

Reliance Electric & Cons'. CoJ
802 West Railroad Avenue.

Leon

Maiajer

Hertzag,

216 West Railroad Ave

rJLy

.

Good men, with clean
as agents for the Colorado
Life Assurance Company
contracts and good terri
New Mexico and Arizona
open.
Prewltt & Prewltt, Mana
gers, CDmmerclal Club building.

WANTED
records,
National
Liberal
tory in

9

Eastman Kodaks

Wholesale Distributors

Supplies Finishing for Amateurs,
loan Kodaks free.

4)

HAW LEY

FINE FOOTWEAR
m ii,uxicr-?New Line Just Rece.ved
MISS C. P. CRANE

512 North Second Street
Specialty of

I R.R.

ROSENFIEID'S,

AND

B0U6HT.

SOLO

EXCHANGED

AnoelMtlon Offtct

Tnaiaotlont
Guarantfo

1

1

6

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

Wm. CHAPLIN

TICKETS

'

TREE PRUNERS

e

ul I1.nl aveili--

I

AA i

WATER
COOLERS

ab.-en-

11

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

Refrigerators, Garden Hose, Garden Tools

20.
St. Petersburg. May
Before
tod.iy'w 4Mion of the lower house of

'Mi West

I
I

Between Railroad and Coppir A ve. , Tel. 74

CZAR DISCOVERED

luirliiiiiient. . from whieh all radical
representative
were conspk'uouKly
t.
Premier Molypin made a
formal announcement of the discovery of a plot to kill the emperor,
('.land duke .Nicholas and himself.
Besolui ions expressing great Joy of
the hiu-at hw majesty's escape
re .in uimiously adopteil.
Ve have Just received 0 ilne of
ornrn'a gray canvas Ox
men's and
fords, with good leather soles, thaf
are umurpH 1 1 jr comfort, at the
same time th?y leok neat and (it well
May's Shoe .Store,
Price. $! !).

TV

11

f!

STYLISH DRESSMAKING

BJSBSESSSEffiSSEESBSEBE8SSEBESESESSSEi

Phone 185

e

o
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122 South Second

I

ZWEIGART

Arno & Coal

KILL THE

Hart Shaffner & Marx
Because they are made to hold their style and shape.
We think you will find these suits the best kind
of a clothes investment you ever made.

PROPRIETOR

rLORSHEIM SHOES
121 R. R. Ave.

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

3 1

Clothes

governor.
It concerns the romance
of the
Hercules mine, one of the richest ill &
the Couer d'Alene region. Thje Day
family, father, three sons and two
laughters, occuiped a ranch near
Burke. Harry L. Day, the oldest son. 1
in riding over the hilts about ten
years ago, found an outcropping of
ore that seemed to promise rich re
sults. Members of the family tiled
claims and disposed of a half Interest
to a
ranchman
named Markwell.
Early work on the proTty was disappointing and Markwell gave part of
Ills half Interest to men In his em
ploy, in lieu of wages.
Most of these
men disposed of their holdings for
from 1100 to $4J0 each.
Orchard's was one of Markwell's
men who received a share in the
claim. Afterward he was one of those
thrown into the bullpen by the feder
al soldiers called into the state by
Gov. Steuenberg.
It Is claimed that
this Imprisonment
prevented
him
from giving the attention he other
wise would do the Hercules property,
When released he was broken in
spirit. If not in health, and was pennl Mb
less. While In this condition, the story
goes, he was Induced to sell his share
in the mine for a few hundred dollars In order that he might leave the
legion.
Meantime, work on the Hercules
went on under discouraging circum
stances. Part of the owners prosecuted search for a paying ore vein,
while the others sustained them by
working elsewhere for wages. The
Day family continued to be optimistic
mid secured a shade more than one- half interest in the property and they
still retain that control.
The first tunnel developed only a
body of low grade ore. Then the
workers went down the mountain
and proceeded to drive a. new tunnel
1500 feet long. Instead of striking the
ore body they ran parallel with it for
long distance. Finally they struck
it by accident.
A few years later they refused an
offer of $ti. 000, 000 for the property.
All who held shares became rich. Edward lioyce. former president of the
Western Federation of Miners, married one of the Day girls and thus
came Into great wealth.
Several millions had been taken
from the mine before 1903, at the
dose of which year Steuenberg was
killed. In that year and since, the
mine h,is yielded profits at the rate
f ll.oiin.ooo annually.
It was knowledge of these facts.
combined with his unfortunate condition and thought of the bullpen, according to this theory, that caused
urchard to make the elaborate ami
expensive plans that led to the death
of Steuenberg.

10

"grouch," for if clothes are sincerely
made, and needle shaped instead of
being faked into shape by pressure
of the Tailor's Goose (or flat iron) you wouldn't get
Wt. Slli.
that result.

jI

B

lowed a great fortune to slip through II OOOOOCXXXXXXJUOUtJUtXXJUUCXJCXJ
his lingers, that he blamed Steuen
berg for the loss, and that, brooding
over his alleged grievance, he sought
revenge by taking the life of the ex- -

PLOT

It's enough to give a man a

II

HERMAN

Agents For

$15.00 to $30.00 Per Suit
119 West Gold

Native
Kansas City
-Meat

The Leading Stationer.

H

65

flat-iro-

!

WILL BE NEEDED IN

After buying a suit to find
that the blamed thing began
to twist and get out of shape
as soon as the dampness or
summer heat began to take
n
dope?
out the

11

On the Corner

Stout, tall, short or thin our STEIN-BLOCmade Suits and Overcoats
will fit you, for these tailors have
mads a study of odd Figures for
fifty years, and have cut patterns
that will fit them stylishly, just as
they should in the proper places. A
try-o- n
is all you have to do about it.

1

Did You Ever
Get Mad

v

Just Arrived

cotton
both
A"newsupply of Garden
Lawn
and rubber. Hose
prices the lowest
Grass Catchers.

il

I

n:i:csr.

i

nth Tu''ilii'.

n

Everybody who values style and comfort
wants low shoes this time of the year. Come
and inspect our new models. They are snappy in style, fit close around the ankle and over
the instep, no slipping up and down of the
heel, and they require no breaking in.
$1.50 to $2.00
Women's Dongola Oxfords
2.25 to 3.50
Women's Vici Kid Oxfords
Women's Patent Kid Oxfords 2.50 to 3.50
1.50 to 2.25
Women's Canvas Oxfords
to 4.00
3.00
Colt
Oxfords
Men's Patent
Men's Calf or Vici Kid Oxfords 2.50 to 3 50
1.50
Men's Common Oxfords
1.25 to 2.50
Oxfords for boys and girls

A

11

In honor
nor mother, Mrs. 8. P. McCormlck,
i n.cano.
chin i
nzes were Won bv Mrs. Solomon
I. una and Mrs. n. Welnmnnn.
Mrs. Cavanaugh. wife of the late
Arthur W. Cavanaugh. will leave to
morrow for East Las Veg.s. her far
mer home.
special train of fle cars loaded
with regular soldiers bound for the
Presidio at San Francisco, will pas
through
here late tonight.
The
troop" ate from the east and were
to
railway
transferred
the Sant i Fe
it Kansas City, by the Hock Island
route.
Lawrence It. Stewart, a newspaper
man of Pittsburg. Is in Albuquerque.
en route to his home. Amininiiiviiu
Mr. Stewart ale Mi. Stewart. Mister George ii. Stewart and Mrs. Slew- it t'. sister. Miss (li ne W. Uobinson.
Vhe party arrived from El Paso yes
terday morning.
A. Staab and daughter ami Pan1
In
Ma.ili. Who- have been
isit inu
Pasadena. Cal are expected to re
turn to their home in Santa Fe today.
Miss Staab and her brother, Paul,
went to California six weeks ago for
their health and their father Joined
them there three weeks ago.
S
Ohurles F. Lunimls. the famous
on
writer
subjects, g
southwestern
passed through Albuquerque on train
I Ami ml"
.no. i mis morning.
Mr.
lived for a number of years at Isleta
studing the Pueblo Indian tribe there
and he Is considered an authority
on Pueblo Indian customs and traditions. Mr. Lummis is on his way
east. He is the editor of "Out West
Magazine", a Los Angeles publica
tion.
if

8 W. R. R. Ave
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Harvesting Machinery
Not Made by the Trust

Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer, Cost
- - - Less for Repairs - - -

FULLY WARRANTED
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